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PREFACE 
Tbe following was a research practicum instituted as an actual project 
for the State of Montana Welfare Department between June, 1970, and May, 1971. 
The project had a two-fold purpose in being conceived: one purpose was to fulfill 
a graduate school academic requirement; and the second purpose was to fulfill a 
responsibility to the people of }~ntana who would eventually gain some benefits 
from t~iS project. the series of written documents that follow are the 
description of that project's conception and actualization in six ~~ntana 
counties. The first part is the project idea and theory; the next two parts 
consist of the means by which the project ,('13S implemented; and the final t\~O 
parts 
, . 
constitute the interim and final'reports and evaluations of the project. 
The writer is grateful for having the opportunity to do a practicum of 
this nature, since it uas a valuable learning tool and, at the same time, 
provided the groundwork for fulfilling a needed service in the State of lrontana. 
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PAR T 1 
'., 
ORIGINAL FOSTER FAMILY ~~~ AGED PROPOSAL 
This part is the original project proposal which was submitted to 
the Director, lledical Assistance Division, l'tontana State Department of Public 
Welfare, on }larch 17, 1970. The project proposal was accepted in April, 1970, 
and the author was informed that he was being hired to implement this project 
in five pilot counties starting June 10, 1970. 
The proposal was entitled, tlA Naw Care Approach. tI 
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,INTRODUCTION 1. 
The purpose of this presentation is to establish the basis for the 
need of implementing Foster Family Care for the Aged in the state of ­
Montana under the supervision and administration of the Montana Depart­
ment of Public Welfare. As a part of this presentation, the board out­
lines for a pilot foster family care program that \'iill be implemented 
in July and August, 1970 will be proposed. It is intended that the 
material presented here, plus the pilot program implemented this summer
. 
in Montana will serve as indicators of a reason to or a reason not to 
establish a statewide Foster Family Care for the Aged in r·10ntana. 
I. The Senior Citizen In The United States 
Before focusing on the Fost~r Family Care for the Aged Program 
in lJlontana, let us look at some broad aspects of problems of the aged, 
50 as to form a background for the above factors. By checking the census 
reports, we see that in 1961 there were 18 million people in the United 
States over the age of 65 and it is estimated that by 1980 there will 
be 24.5 million. (Older American, pp.4.). The increased population is 
based principly ~ on the fact that people are living longer now than ever 
before. The average life expectancy for a male is now 67 years and for 
females it is 73 years of age. (Older American, pp. 13). In 1900, it 
was 47 years for men and 52 for women. (Older American, pp.15). With 
an increase in population of our over 65 years old people the social 
challenges brought about by that fact will certainly not diminish. 
We can now look at what has happened in our society to the senior 
citizen with his increased longevity and numbers. The first factor 
that presents itself, is the changing. structure of family life. In 
earlier days, with larger families and decreased longevity, most p&rents 
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were quite old or deceased before the last child left the home. Pro­
visions were made by the children for care of their parents. Today, 
marriages are earlier in life, families ,are smaller and the parentts 
child rearing roles are completed sooner and the children have moved out 
of the home before parents have become older. By th~ time they are over 
65, family ties ar'e rather loose or non-existent so the older parents 
are left to their own devises of functioning. A second factor that comes 
, into play, is the economic social factor of retirement. This country 
somehow p,ot the idea that a man or wom~nts industrial and in some cases, 
social productivity, ends at 65. So, at the same time that the senior 
citizen has lost the security and support of his fam,ily, society also 
abandons him. The senior citizen, however, has showed that he still 
has a desire to live a purposeful life, even though society and his 
family have retired him. The key factor that the senior citizen functions 
under is , his independence. This becomes as valuable to him as almost 
life itself. Independence is their touchstone for self-respect and 
dignity. It becomes the measure they use to determine their importance 
to others, and also becomes their source of strength in helping those 
around them., The factors that determine how much independence they 
have are also the factors that cause the senior citizens their major 
problems. These factors are, the role they play in the community, 
health, income and housing. 
In the role the senior citizen plays in his community is really 
rather dependent on the other factors. The senior citizen that is able 
to function and be active in his community usually gets the community's 
respect and support. He, so to speak, had it made. 1he role, however, 
that Inost senior citizens have been forced into by their communities, 

is that of second rate citizens due to their poor health, income and 

even housing. 
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In the area of health, it has been estimated that 77% of the people 
over 65,.have one or more chronic ailments. (FFCA Pamphlet, pp. 25). 
Health problems beset senior citizens in almost every part of their 
anatomy. It is the health collapse in senior citizens that causes them 
to lose their independence, either by degrees, or in some cases, all at 
once. Also health problems, are a constant financial drain to senior 
citizens. 
\'lhat happens in the case of income for the older American? Society 
forces him to retire at age 65. At that time he may be forced to live 
on one half his usual monthly income. He may have social security, a 
veteran's pension and for the fortunate ones, some private or employee 
pension funds. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics: standards 
for monthly income over 3/4 of the senior citizens in the U.S. were 
belo\"/ that· sta.ndard. (Older American, pp.12). 
Another, and the last, factor that has a relationship to the senior 
citizens independence, is housing. In 1961, it was estimated that 30% 
of the senior citizens were living in inadequate sub-standard housing. 
(Older American, pp. 25). Many O\ffl their own homes, but have no finances 
to keep them up, so th~y become sub-standard. Others are forced to sell 
• 
and many live in substandard low cost. apartments. 
Thus, we see that the senior citizen has many attacking factors 
ayainst his independence. Our concern in this paper is what provisions 
are made for the senior citizen who loses his fight for independence by 
loss of the factors mentioned above and mainly, by the loss of health • 
. The first provision society made, vias the Nursing Home or Home for 
the Aged, which were institutions, many times patterned after the physical 
and administrative structure of the county poor farms, that were designed 
to take ca.re of numbers of people. who could no longer function independently 
4. 

In 1961, there were 4,700 nursine homes in the U.S. with 338,700 
patients in them. The next development occurred was that of growth 
of personal care homes that treated numbers of people who '\-!ere more 
independent. In 1961, there were 11,100 personal care homes with 
207,100 patients in them. ~he next development was the boarding home 
and then the foster care home \vhich recognj.zed the need for living 
sitMations that offered more independence. These types of homes had 
47,000 people in them in 1961. The advent of the Foster Family Care 
for the Aged Program, hereafter knm·m as the. F.F.C.A., marked a step 
toward providing more indeperydence or at least self determination with 
dignity to the senior citizen. The states of California, N ew Yor~, 
Maryland and North Carolina have extensive FFCA programs at this time. 
II. The Senior Cit.izen in r·~ontana 
We can now turn our attention to the senior citizen in Montana 
and in particular to those who are on or will be in need of assistance 
from the Montana Department of Public Welfare, hereafter known as the 
MDP\v. \1e should first look at some broad statistics for the state in 
regards to the 65 year old plus group. The 1960 census showed that 
~ 
.	out 'of a total state population of 674,767 people, 65,420 \\fere 65 or 
over or 9.7% of the population. (Montana Senior Citizents Survey, pp.20). 
It is estimated by 1970 there will be 68,822/65 or over persons in 
Montana. (1vlontana Senior Citizen f s Survey, pp. 20) • We can thus see 
" 
that Montana's senior citizen population is increasing and will no 
doubt continue to do so. 
Montanats senior citizens are no different than the rest of the 
senior citizens in the United States and therefore they are just as 
desirous to maintain their independence. They are also besieged by 
the same problems that effect other state's senior citizens. Thus, 
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they have problems with income, health and housing and \'!hat their 

function in society is. The Montana Senior Citizen Survey revealed 

a trend that, the first concern of Montana senior citizens was not 

enough income, next was concern about health, third was concern about 

housing and fourth was communit.y standing. (Montana Senior Citizents 

Survey, pp. 63). The 1-10ntana senior citizen has other problems that 

. magnify the above four factors. We \,;ill mentfon three. First,' there 
is the problem of distance in ~ontana for services or social activities. 
About one-half of Montanats senior citizens live in rural areas that 
are distant from med:i.cal and other attendant services. (Montana t s 
Senior Citizen's Survey, pp. 15). Another factor is Montana's harsh 
climate which ta~es its toll of senior citizen's health. Thirdly, 
many senior citizens are the only members of their family "'/ho live in 
Montana, chi Idren leave for better economic opportunities. \Ire can see 
that plus the four basic problem areas, Montana senior citizens are 
faced ",lith other concerns also. 
With this background of the l.Jl.ontana senior citizen let us now 

direct our attention to ~Jhat f1lontana offers to its senior citizens 

who no longer qave the income or health to live independently. The 

area of our focus, more specifically, will be \vhat does the MDPW offer 

senior citizens who have lost their battle for complete independence. 

The first type of care that is offered by the MDPW that we will 
look at briefly, is skilled nursing care. Persons to qualify for this 
type of care must be eligible for med:i.caid and judged by their physicians 
to be in need of twenty-four hour skilled nursine care. The senior 
citi zens ,..;ho. q~alify 8.pe put into a nursing home of' their choice, if 
they are able to make that choice, and medicaid pays . a pre-a.p.:reed 

upon monthly rate for this care for the person. In I·iont-ana, there are 

• 
sixty-tw·o skilled nursing homes and not including private pel.ying 
. patients, they serve 812 medicaid recepients. (MDPW Statistical Report, 
January, 1970). The average monthly payment for this care is $315.81. 
These homes must, by law, be licensed by the S~ate Board of Health. 
The next type of ca re offered to senior citizens eligible for 
medicaid, is intermediate or personal care. This is again care given to 
a person in an institutional type setting. In this area the person is 
judged to need sheltered care by his physician but to a less degree 
than above. Medicaid pays a pre-agreed monthly rate in this case also. 
There are sixty-five Board of Health licensed intermediate care faci-
lities in Montana serving 447 medicaid recepients at an average monthly 
cost of $234.36. (MDPVi Statistical Report, January, 1970). 
There are no other structured or supervised care plans offered 
to the senior citizen by the MDPW. Thus, he has to be medically judged 
bya physician to get sheltered care. There are boarding homes in 
140nta.na, but these are unlicensed facilities whose charges fluxuate. 
A senior citizen who is on Old Age Assistance can get $140 to pay for 
a room a nd board situation. The boarding homes fit the independent 
needs of many Montana senior citizens. A major concern, however, has 
er~pted in thi~ area. and that is that the Board of Health or the v~·elfare 
Department can set no standards for these places. The writer is 
personally aware of two pitiful boarding home situations that developed 
on· account of this factor. The state office has more information and 
correspondence on ~i1e regarding this concern also. The writer "ihen a 
caseworker in Lewis and Clark County was asked by several people who 
ran·boarding houses, if it were possible for them to be licensed so as 
to have some kind of sanction and support for their activities. This 
writer does not want to imply that all boarding houses in Montana are 
bad, we have the rna jority of them that are excellent and certainly 
provide a needed service to many Montana senior citizens. There is, 
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however, a problem in the area of these homes having no supervision 

on licensing standards. There are an estimated eighty boarding homes 

in 1-1onta.na. 

The la.st type of care given by the l·1DPW to senior citizens is 
the financial grant given to those \"Jho can function independently, 
but just need income. There were 3,627 pe~sons receiving an avera?e 
of $71.4·4 a month in this category as of October, 1969. (r.mpw Statis­
tical Report). Any of these could eventually come into need of 
. sheltered care also. 
We have thus seen that the MDPvl has several \'lays of meeting the 
needs of the less than independent Monte.na senior c.itizen. From the 
above, we can see that those people l1ho are medically in need of 
sheltered care services are rather well provided for and protected. 
A .problem, hOl'lever, becomes apparent' in the area of what happens to 
those senior citizens who medically and ~entally don't qualify for 
skilled or intermediate care, but can't live independently. We see 
that they are given additional funds to live in a room and boa.rd 
situation. Many of these fit the needs of the person very well, but 
in some cases: this is. not the answer either. There are also certain 
,senior citizens who hang on to their independence to the very end. 
They refuse to go into sheltered care situations and there is no real 
alternati'lte for them. At this time, there are no rea.l figures on this. 
Another element that occurs, and the writer has personal knOl'lledge of 
this and has discussed it "lith other caseworkers, and that is the fact 
that doctors will rate a client high enough so he ,-lill get into the 
intermediate or skilled nursing care area, since there is no other 81­
ternatives for the person who can not live independently. It is 
realized that lrJithout statistical proof in these areas, thei.!' valid:i.ty 
. 
is limited, .but these factors plus the problems incurred in boarding 

homes in ~ontana have caused this writer to personally advocate the 

8. 
the implementatj.on of another alternatj.ve to the person who cannot or 

does not want to live 'independently i::md that alternative is Family 

Foster Care for the Aged. For comparison of the type of care offered 

in Montana, see Appendix A. 

III. Why Foster Family Care For The ABed 
'\Ve have seen above some of the reasons why this writer believes 

FFCA would be of benefit to the senior citizens of Montana. At this 

point in the presentation, :i.t would be 'Vlell to identify and point out 

specifically the advantages of this plan. 

Statistically, and especially for Montana, there are not any 
really accurate figures on just how many people could use FFCA. As a 
theoretical basis the bureau of Family Services estimated that in 1)64, 
50,000 people in the United States or about one-half of those in nursing 
homes could live more su.ccessfully and more happily' in foster homes • 
. (FFCA, pp.2). If we used this factor as a basis and even saying only 
. one-fourth of the people who are in intermediate care in Montana could 
use FFCA, we are talki.ng about III persons. It is hoped that from the 
pilot program ~ome factu.al ffiaterials can be accumulated to give the 
s~atistical proof of FFCA in Montana more validity. This will be es­
pecially important in terms of proposed legislation in terms of how 
much money could be saved. 
We now look at some of the social ideas that FFCA would offer to 
the senior citizen. In this area the entlre principle of FFCA is based 
upon the fact of the right of the senior citizen to make an independent 
choice of how he \-!ants to live. This presentation bas stressed this 
independence in senior citizens as being a primary factor in their func­
tioning. The basic principle that FFCA offers is self determinat~lon 
which is the prin:ary aspect of independence. The senior cit,izen is the 
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one who chooses the home he wa nts to go into. Provisions will even 
be made for sentor cttizens to try a home for a time in the sta.te\·Jide 
program. Thus, a primary offering of FFCA is the fre.e device a persop 
1s given to choose a home when he realizes he would like the support 
and securl.ty of family life. 
There are other positive aspects of the FFCA program and they will 
be listed here. It should be pointed out that it is hoped that the 
pilot program will shed some factua.l proof on this idea also. A first 
advanta~"'e is that FFCA keeps the senior citizen in his community and 
provides him the support and challenge of being a member of his com­
munity. With exposure to family life with the obligation and rights 
the person in his ovm community can be sparked to social activity 
according to his needs and, of course, his capabilities. A basic 
point in establish~Lng a family care home will be that it meets the 
particular person's individual needs. Thus, one person may need limited 
personal care, like help with bathing, and another may just need the 
security of family life. Hopefully, the family care homes established 
will be flexible enough to meet the varied needs of the individual. 
This brings uS,to a point mentioned before, this is that with FFCA the 
senior citizen will have both rights and responsibilities. The rights 
would be in the area of free acess to the living room, T.V. set, use 
.of the telephone and ta.king meals with the family.. Some of the re- . 
. 
sponsibilities are mainly ones concerned with polite social interactions 
such as 8hm';ing up for meals on time, restricting noise, informing 
the· family care mother when leaving, and follovring any other practical 
rules as the situation may require. A point here is that the rights 
'and obligations as well as the individual need~ o~ the senior citizen 
can be spelled out before he enters the home. If there are problems 
in this area, a possible other foster home could be selected. Another
• 
posit1.ve point that FFCA offers is its rehabilitative features. 
.... v. 
People have a high capacity for rehabilit?tion in' the proper setting. 
The interdependence and social interaction in a family care home can 
revive a persons dulled capacity for establishing social contacts. 
FFCA very definitely would. alleviate the lo~eliness some seriior citizens 
'suffer from and it would also release them from responsibilities of 
maintaining a home or apartment if they were getting too burdensome 
for them. In the medical area, FFCA, has some advantages also. One 
would be that the foster mother would be aware of a senior citizens 
illness very soon and treatment could be started. Early detection 
and treatment of medical problems in senlor citizens is recognized 
essential. (On Growine Older, pp. )8). Another medical factor is that 
family care homes could provide some physical rehabilitation supports 
for the senior citizen just discharged from the hosrital. Of course, 
the foster family would have to be aware and accept this responsibility. 
In retrospeci, regarding the advaniages 'of FFeA, the points to 
remember are that it offers self"determination as a point of indepen-
dence to the senior citizen to be able to ch60se his living situation 
when he no lon~er wants' to or is able to function alone. The second 
.'\: 
point is that·it meets individual needs based on the principJe that 
these needs can be best met iri the primary social unit, the family. 
IV. Why People Will Become Foster Parents 
We have lobked at why senior citizens would be prone to utilize 
FFCA, now we 'can discuss who would be willing to take them in and why. 
One of the first points is that even though it is factually hard to 
prov~ there' are many people who have a very geniune concern and interest 
in older people. Some of these if they are able would no doubt come' 
forth to offer their homes as FFCA homes. Another factor that goe~ 
~lortg with concern and interest is some people would look at the com-
panionship of the older person in their home as a real incentive. 
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It has been indicated that many widows have offered their homes for 
this reason. (FFCA Pamphlet, pp. 12). Also it is feasible that families 
would be interested in obtaining a new member of the family circle who 
has interests and experiences that he can share with the rest of the 
family. Another point is that certain senior citizens can perform 
chores in the household that help the family such as, duties in the 
kitcjlen, yard or babysitting. This should, of course, be on a limited 
pre-agreed upon basis according to the resident!s capabilities and 
desires. The most forceful incentive for people to become foster parents 
for the aged would be the finqncial one. FFCA will supplement people's 
income and this in this society becomes a real incentive. The finan­
cial aspect for the widow who is on reduced income would help her 
function more independently than before, thus in keeping with her needs. 
The family could even benefit from extra income received with costs on 
the rise as they are now. A family may be able to save some money in 
the food buying areas since feeding one more person is not all that 
increasingly expensl.ve. It is hoped in the pilot study that we will be 
able to varify or at least Fet a basis for what rates will be paid in 
the statewide FFCA program to the foster homes themselves. This 
~ 
financial incentive factor should very definitely be kept in mind when 
establishing the rate so as to insure adequate homes to meet the needs. 
v. The Pilot FFCA Program In Montana 
Preface: 
We have seen in the above presentation the theoretical basis for 
FFCA in Montana, now we can take a look at a preview of its implementa­
tion in a pilot program in Montana. The pilot program was established 
by the writer as. a practical "lay to demonstrate the need for FFCA in 
Montana and also would be a factual gathering tool for any legislative 
~ ...... 
proposals alone these lines. Another reason for establishing a pilot 
program is because the legislature has not appropriated any funds in 
this area, so existing funded programs will have to be used. It is the 
writer's hope that if the feasibility of the FFCA program is established 
that it would become statewide and paid for by the state and federal 
funds. The pa)~ents would be made directly to the foster homes for 
peo~le under the medicaid program. 
Program Design 
The writer, after a preliminary conference with the Director of 
Medical Assistance for the MDPW, ha s decided to implement this pilot 
project in four counties of Montana. The counties are., Lewis and Clark, 
Silverbow, Cascade and Yellowstone. Statistics will indicate why they 
were chosen; in Lewis and Clark county there are 116 senior citizens 
on Old Age Assistance and there are 52 in nursing homes of that county; 
in Silverbow, there are 240 on OAA and 157 in the nursing homesj in 
Cascade county there are 325 on OltA and 201 in the nursing homes; and 
finally in Yellowstone county, there are 340 on OAA and 221 in the 
nursing homes. (Montana D. P. \'1. Statistical Report, Oct. 1969).. This 
program "dll bt; directed by the State Director of Medl.cal Assistance 
and must receive approval from the State Administrator and the Public 
Welfare Commission of Montana. The writer, or some person, in the 
Medical Assistance Division, designated by the Medical Assistance 
Director will be' program director. The plan will be to establish three 
or four FFCA homes in each of these counties during the mont.hs of July 
and August a nd to place in these homes eligible OAA recepients whose 
needs can be met in these homes. The actual selection and placement 
will be handled by local caseworkers selected in those counties. The 
following is a broad outline of the factors involved in the implementation 
of this program in Montana. 
13. 
1. Financing This Program 
In this area it is anticipated that no extra funds will be needed 
to implement this program with the exception of travel costs for the 
program director indicated in Appendix B. T~e ~alarie~ of the staff 
will not be a factor since the staff will already be employed by the 
department and this function \'I'ill become an. added duty to their already 
existing duties. The cost of care will be paid by the $140 OAA grant 
allowed for room and board care. $20 of this amount will go to the client 
.and $120 to the FFCA home. The client in this phase will have to pay 
the foster home himself. 
2. Staffing 
As pointed out above, already existing staff will be used. The 
program director will be from the state offi ce and \lfill be consultant 
to the county caseworkers involved. The county caseworkers will be 
selected by the:i.r county directors a nd supervisors for their partici­
pation in this program. The director will be in each county for four 
days to initiate the program and help the workers in initiating the 
program. The caseworkers will be responsible to their supervisors in 
•
this program and all communication \<1ill go through their supervisors 
and directors. 
l. Adrn1nistrative Factors 
Definite policy will be established in this area as regards 
dictation, reports and application procedures after advice is received 
from the Medical Assistance Director. The writer has some suggested 
ideas in this area. The applications for people to become FFCA homes 
will be similar to the application signed by foster care for children 
home applicants. Their physical exam could also be on the same form. 
T,he FFCA home studies will be dictated by the casel'lorkers with the p,uide­
14. 

lines listed in Appendix C. A copy will be sent through the state 
field director to the Director of l~edical Assistance for licensing 
approval. There will be other reports that the caseworker will be 
responsible for to provide the facts necessary in establishing feasi­
bility for this program 
to be designed. 
on a statewide ba.sis. These reports are yet 
4. Foster Home 
One of the 
Finding 
reasons the four counties were chosen is that they 
have cities that have native community projects that have surveyed 
the senior citizen programs in their area. These surveys will be 
benefitial to the caseworker in locating homes. The caseworker will 
also have to get active in other groups and try to sell this program. 
The program director will also help in this area the four days that he 
is in each county. A possible resource of homes in Montana is the 
possibility that some of the 1 and 2 resident boarding homes may wish 
to become a part of this program especially if they realize their 
payments may eventually be increased. The criteria for home selection 
is outlined in Appendix C and should be firmly understood and implanted 
~ in the selecting caseworker's mind before he selects a home. 
5. Licensing FFCA Homes 
As outlined above, the caseworker will send a home study to the 
state office for approval. This study should definitely contain the 
. 

caseworker's recommendation and stipulation of how many people the 
home could expect. If the home is approved, they will be issued a pr'o­
visional license from MDPW~based on the same design as the children 
foster home license. The reason for the provisional license is due,to 
the fact this program is a pilot program. If licenses are refused, 
the caseworker will be notified and he should in turn notify the 
applicant home. Reasons for refusal should be spelled out. 
6. Pre Pla.cement and Placement 
The caseworkers in the respective counties will be responsible 
for pla~ing individuals in the licensed homes. The principle to be 
kept in mind that the selections of a home should be the free choice 
selection of the client. Trial placements may even be used in certain 
cases with pre-agreed upon charges and arrangements with the home 
involved. The lrlOrker should have good knowledge of both the home and 
the client so that needs can be matched as close as possible. The 
caseworker should have alternate plans if the placement does not work 
out~ 
7. Supervision of FFCA Homes 
The selected county caseworker will be the supervisor of the FFCA 
homes in his county. He should be aware of his dual role as caseworker 
to the client and supervisor of the foster parent. His whole approach 
should be based on good casework principle and he should be able to 
offer any services that may be required by either the client or foster 
parent. He should visit the home 20r 3 times a week after initial 
placement and then less frequently as services are required. He should 
~ 
allow enough time to see both the client and the foster parent. He 
should definitely avoid being placed in a position of taking sides 
with either the client or the foster parent. The caseworker's key words 
should be service, flexibility and complete understanding in regards 
both the client and the foster parent. 
8. Functions of Program Director 
It will be the responsibility of the director of this pilot pro­
-gram to work out the details of its implementation. Such matters as 
the forms needed, recording format and design of reporting forms will 
. ~ 
. be his duty. It will also be .his _.responsibility to help the designated 
county caseworkers to implement this program and for this reason he 
16. 
will spend four days in each county. The tentative schedule for this 
is found in Appendix D. The program director will be supervised by 
the State Director of Medical Assistance or his assistant and directly 
responsible to them. The writer sees that this job \'lOuld take approxi­
mately 30 %of his job time, thus freeing him for 70 %time for other 
duties as designated by the State Medical Assistance Director. It 
, 
could become the function of the program director to draw up the legis­
lative or budget proposal if this program is shO\'ffi to have merit. 
9. Duration of the Pilot Program 
At this time this point will be left open since if material is 
ready and of a favorable supporting nature, a legislative budget pro­
posal may be placed before the ~ontana State Legislature when they 
convene in January, 1971. 
10. Study of Pilot Proeram 
The actual designation of forms and reports for the purpose of this 
study will have to be made with the advice from the Director of the 
Division of Research and Statistics. The accumulation and computation 
of the report~ can b~ handled by the program director with the aid 
of the division of research and statistics. Such matters as cost 
analysis, numbers of possible applicants for both placement and to 
become FFCA homes, and average length of stay will be important factors 
to have statistics on. Also provision will be made for the caseworkers 
who are selected to \,;ork in this program to report on 'It/hat problems 
and advantages they observe in this program • 
.In this section 'ltle have seen the broad outlines for implementation 
of the FFCA in Montana. The writer realizes that much more work has 
to be done in the do~m to earth area of implementation, but at least 
the ,plan is outlined which represents a start. 
17. 

Conclusion 
In this presentation the theoretical and the implementation aspects 
of Foster Family Care for the Aged in Montana have been instigated. 
The writer's interest in this cause is based on the interest to help the 
senior citizen who this writer has the deepest respect and concern for. 
It is hoped sincerely that this program will be a start in re-establish­
ing the status of the senior citizen in Montana's social structure • 
• 
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APPENDIX B 
Costs for transportation and per diem for Director of 
FFCA Pilot Program* 
Transportation: 
Mileage to Butte' 150 miles 
Mileage to Great Falls 211 tf 
Mileage to Billings 527 tt 
Total Mileage 
Total cost at $0.9 per mile----~79.92 
Per Diem 
4 days in Great Falls 
4 days in Butte 
4 days in Billings 
~ 
Total days----12 
.' At $12 per day----$I34.00 
Total Costs---$2l3.92 
*Since the Stat~ Office is located in Helena, Lewis and Clark County, 
there will be no per diem or transportation costs. 
'. 
APPENDIX C 
Gui'deline for Homefinder 
I. 	 Physical Aspects of Horne 
A. 	 Location 
ale Accessibility to transportation (has train, in 
rural areas, a hard surfaced road). 
B~ Neighborhood Facilities 
a) Shopping Centers, b) Churches, c) Senior Centers 
cO Clubs e) Library f) Theaters g) Hospital 
h) Clinic i) Private Physician 
C. 	 Sanitation* 
a. 	 Adequate kitchen facilities 
b. 	 Indoor plumbing, adequate bathroom facilities 
c. 	 \'later public supplied or \Vell checked by the City­
County Sanitarian for bacterial count. 
*This whole aspect should be checked by City County Sanitarian 
if home finder has question. 
D. 	 Safety Features in Home 
.) Home should be in compliance with state, local 
building and fire codes. 
b) Fire protection provision should be available. 
c) Screen protection for stove or fireplace. 
d)· Rugs should be attached or non-skid. 
"e) 	 Halls should be lighted and uncluttered. 
f) Stairs should have bannisters. 
g) Bathtub "lith non-skid mat and grips. Shower provided. 
h) Night light for resident. 
E. 	 Residents Individual Room 

a) Adeq,uate size. 

b) l-lindows 

c) Pleasant view, if possible 
d) 	 Near to bathroom 
e) Near 	to kitchen 
F. 	 Minimum Furnishings for Resident's Room 
a) Regular bed, good mattress, adequate linen 
b) Closet 
c) Dresser 
d) Table 
e) Chairs (maybe one easy chair) 
f) Lamps 
g) Provision for resident to use his own furniture 
in 	room. 
G. 	 Meals 
a) Resident eating most meals with family 
b) Nutritious, well balanced meals served attractively 
in 	adequate setting. 
~ 
c) Meals should be a variety 
d) Foster mother should be prepared to follo"l resident's 
Qiet. 
II. 	 Characteristics of Foster Parents 
A. 	 General characteristics; age, marital status, educational 
and sociocultural backeround, religious affiliation. 
B. 	 Medical report from family physician 
C. 	 Income 

Other income besides FFCA income 

~ 
D. 	 Attitude toward agency

a) Readiness to accept agency 

b) Readiness to share information about resident 
c) Readiness to cooperate with doctors medical advice 
for client. 
d) To notify agency of any emergencies of client 
illness, change in behavior. 
E. 	 Attitude towards Residents Family and Friends 
a) Hospitality offer to residents family 
b) Cordial interest in resident's family, but no 
interference. 
c) Readiness to notify family of emergencies. 
III. 	 The Foster Family Characteristics 
a) Emotional atmosphere in the home 
b) Readiness to accept resident into family 
c) -Acceptance and respect for the aged 
d) Attitudes toward physical, emotional or 
mentally handicapped 
e) Family cohesiveness with flexibly defined 
~amily roles 
f) Acceptance of individual differences 
IV. 	 Special Traits in "Foster 1-~other" 
a) Good housekeeper, but not absolute 
b) Orga~ized, but can be flexible 
c) Firmness combined ....lith flexibility 
d) Warm and giving, but not overboard 
e) Protective but subtle 
f) Interested and concerned but keeping 
separateness and objectivity 
g) Understands and accepts peculiarities of old age 
v. 	 Understoond Privileges of the Resident 
a) Use of living room, television and telephone 
b) Participation in family holidays at home and 
. if possible occasionally outside the home 
. c) Possibilities for resident '·s participation in 
different home chores 
Examples; kitchen, yard, errands 
and baby sitting 
APPENDIX D 

Tentative date and agenda for FFCA Director to be in county offices. 

Yellowstone County, Billings ----­ July 7,8,9, & 10, 1970 
Cascade County, Great Falls ----­ July 13,14,15,&16, 1970 
Silverbow County, Butte ----­ July 20,21,22,&2), 1970 
Lewis and Clark, Helena -----­ July 27,28,29,& 30, 1970 
Agenda 
1st day Morning: Meeting with field supervisor 
U U county director 
" U caseworker 
Afternoon: 	Meeting with caseworker, briefing on 
program 
2nd day 
Home finding activites 
3rd day 
4th daq 	 Evaluation of Home finding 
Morning: Activities 
More aid to the caseworker 
Afternoon: Final meeting with County Director 
" " U Field Supervisor 
Travel Home* 
*When in Helena, FFCA director will return to the State Office. 
PART II 
PROPOSAL lQ THE STATE WELFA'RE STJ'l.FF FOR IMPLE}mh"TATION 

.Ql THE F IF ,e,A, PROJECT ~~ PlLO! COUNTIES 

This part includes the proposal for implementation of this project 
given to the State Walfare Administrator, Divi3ion Directors, and District 
Field. Supervisors of the State Welfare Department on June 16, 1970, at a field 
staff meeting in Helena, MPntana. A second section in this part is the changes 
and recommendations to this proposal made by the participants of this meeting • 
.. 
SECTION .1 
. PROPOSAL TO !!:!J! STATE '~L'FARE DEPARTHENT STAFF 

.mf ~ 16, 1970, lQ!!.I!:m 

IMPLEl-lEln'ATION OF .!!!§ FOSTER ~ I.Qg ~ PROGRIu"1 

.!B§ FOSTER FAllILY ~ lQB TIm ~ PROGRAM 
Definition 
This program means the recruiting. licensing, and supervision of private 
family homes for the care of one or two independent or selected Semi-independent 
elderly assistance recipients • 
. 
Purpos~ 
This plan is envisioned as offering an alternative to institutional care 
for these people who are physically and mentally able to live in an independent 
. or semi-independent living situation. if available. This plan can thus be 
viewed as an alternative to initial nursing home placement or as an alternative 
discharge plan. Recent national studies indicate that from ona-third to one-half 
of the people now innursing homes could be cared for just as well in alternative 
type care Situations such as foster family care. This plan is initially viewed 
as an exploratory project to assess the potential for this type of service in 
MOntana. If the potential and value are proven, the plan would be extended 
statewide. The reason for selection of the listed counties is based on the 
amount of nursing home caseloads they have and also we only have three months' 
time. 
Implementation 
Don Sekora, of the }ledical Assistance DiviSion of the State Welfare 
Department, will come into cascade. Yellowstone, Silver Dow, Missoula, Lewis 
and Clark Counties on a pre-arranged scheduled viSits for a three-day period to 
assist counties in initiating this program. (See Appendix A for schedule and 
agenda.) While in the county, the worker will orientate the Field Supervisor 
and County Director to the program. This will be follO~'led by working with the 
assigned county cDselo1orker in surveying the county for need and possible leads 
to recruitment of homes. (See Appendix A for specifics of agenda.) Field 
Supervisors and County Directors will receive information and guidelines prior' 
to Mr. Sekora's arrival in the county. Coordination between the Medical 
Assistance Division and the Family and Children Services Division, Director of 
Field Operations, Field Supervisors, and County Directors will be a priority 
requirement in implementing this program. In late August, Mr. Sekora will make 
a one-day prearranged follo~,,-up visit to each county to evaluate and assess the 
program's implementation in the county and to assist in solving any program 
problems therein. (See Appendix B for Schedule and Agenda.) 
Goals 
,1. The primary goal of this program is to provide an alternative care plan 
to assistance recipients who can best benefit by this type of care. 
2. As stated above, another goal is to see if this program is valuable 
and feasible enough as to be implemented statewide. 
3. This study will give indication of cost factors so implications on cost 
of a statewide program can be assessed. 
,
4. By having Mr. Sekora in the counties, we hope to obtain some information 
on what type4 of alternative services the counties are providing in place of 
nursing home care. The counties' needs in this area will be noted, as well as 
their use of homemakers, home health cere nursing, and volunteers in this area. 
Advantages of Program !2 £h! Recipient 
1. Allows for independent selection by client of a home that matches his 
needs. Client will be assisted by the worker. 
2. Allows for the developklent or redevelopment of social skills lost by 
long-term nursing home placement or by illness. 
3. Allows for individual assessment of needs and for individual attention 
to providing for needs. 
4. Allows the client to exist in the basic social unit - the family • 
. S. Allows client to remain or return to his o~m community and re-establish 
himself • 
6. Allows for quick assessment of medical needs by alert foster parent 
for elderly person who may overlook need. 
Payment for this Program 
Initially, payments of $110.00 to the foster home will be made by the 
client receiving the service. This will.be paid out of the client's room and 
board grant. If this program is developed statewide, possible vendor payment 
may be conSidered. The amount may also be adjusted acco~dins to information 
received from exploratory plan. 
Certification of Homes 
Certification will be done initially by a letter of authorization from 
the Medical Assistance Division of the State loJelfare Department. The letter will 
Simply state the home is authorized as a foster family care home for the aged. 
This will be based upon a written report· and recommendation by the caseworker, 
sent through the Field Supervisor to the Medical Assistance Division. We can 
also get the .Department of Health to approve the homes with us. LicenSing is 
not required by law. but we can certify them. 
'APPENDIX A 

Schedule of Foster Family ~ Worker !2 !! in Counties - July and August, ~ 
Cascade County - July 8, 9 and 10 
Yellowstone County - July 13, 14 and 15 
Silver Bow County - July 20, 21 and 22 
Missoula County - July 27, 28 and 29 
Lewis and Clark County - August 17, 18 and 19. 
Agenda 
Firat Day 
Morning: 	 }feet with Field Supervisor 
Meet with County Director 
~et with Assigned Caseworker 
TOPIC: Objectives and goals of the program 
Afternoon: Meeting wi th caseworker 
TOPIC: Orientation of that worker to program. Policy, 
guidelines for selection, use and supervision 
of homes. 
Second Day 
Morning: Assist County caseworker 
TOPIC: Survey county for need and potential of the program. 
Afternoon: Assist county worker 
TOPIC: Initial home finding activities. 
'l'hird l)3y 
Morning: Nore aid to caseworker 
TOPIC: Evaluation of home finding activities - discussion 
of problems. 
Afternoon: Concluding m~eting with County Director 
Concluding weeting with Field Supervisor 
TOPIC: Evaluation of Activities 
,. .., 
) ; 
APPENDIX ~ 
Schedule ~ Follow ]e Visits of "Foster Family ~ WOrker !2 the Counties 
Cascade County .. August 24 
Missoula County - August 26 
Silver Bow County" August 27 
Yellowstone County - August 31 
Lewis and Clark County .. September 3 
Menda 
Discussion with Field Supervisor 
Discussion with County Director 
Discussion with Caseworker 
TOPIC: 	 Evaluation of the program in light accomplismnents 
and problems. 
SECTION II 
RECmmNDATIONS AND CHAh'GES "MADE !! 
!!!! STATE ~1ELFARE STAFF .QB ~ 
ORIGINAL INPLEMENTATION PROPOSAL 
, " 
, " 
1. It was originally proposed that the writer go into Lewis and Clark 
County, but it was decided that since Lewis and Clark County was so involved 
in new programs that it would be best if the wri~er went into another county. 
Hill county was selected, since that county really never' received any new 
programs and also because it was a rural county~ Lewis and Clark County 
requested this program in early August and, consequently, the writer went into 
this county on September 16. 
2. It was decided that a grant of $195.00 should be given to the individual 
going into a foster home. Out of this, the recipient was to pay $128.00 to the 
foster home and keep the rest for personal needs as recommended by the Public 
Assistance Manual. 
3. The state staff recommended that the writer write to each county 
director asking to come into their co~nty to introduce this project. (This was 
done, and the writer was accepted by each proposed county.) 
4. It was recommended by the state staff that I spend two days on the 
revisit, and the dates were changed accordingly. Revisit dates were Cascade 
County, September land 2; Missoula County, August 26 and 27; Silver Bow County, 
August 24 and~25j Yellowstone County, September 8 and 9; and Hill County, 
September 3 and 4. Lewis and Clark County was only visited for one day on 
September 16 but was still considered a pilot county. 
..' 
.. ,~ PART 
TOOLS ~	~ F.F.C.A. PROJECTS D1PLENENTATION 
l!~ SIX PILOT COUNTIES' 
Included in this part is the Foster Fatnily Care for the Aged Manual, 
I 
.written by this writer, and distributed to each pilot county and each county 
worker involved in this project. The second section of this part is the forms 
and brochure designed by this writer to implement this program. A third 
section is the outline of service expectations that this writer talked to 
each county worker about during his visits to the pilot counties. The final 
section is a clarification of county residence rules regarding F.F.C.A. 
residents as requested by the Social Services Division in March, 1971. 
. ,
. , '" 
..~ . SECTION .L 
!!l! FOLLOtlI't."'G IS !!!!! F.F .C.A. l-fANUAL 

GIVEN!Q !!* PILOT COUNTIES 

12 GUIDE THEIR DlPLEl·1ENTATION ill: I!!!.§ PROJECT 

THE FOSTER FAMILY CARE FOR THE AGED PROGRAM 

INTRODUCTION: 

(Preliminary Draft) 
Definition 
This program means the recruiting, licensing, and supervision of private family homes. 
for the care of one or two independent or selected semi-independent etderly assistance 
recipients. 
Purpose 
This plan is envisioned as offering an alternative to institutional care for these 
people who are physically and mentally able to live in an independent or semi-dependent 
living situation, if available. This plan can thus be viewed as an alternative to 
initial nursing horne placement or as an alternative discharge plan. Recent national 
studies indicate that from one-third to one-half of the people now in nursing homes 
could be cared for just as well in alternative type care situations such as foster 
family care. This plan is initially viewed as an exploratory project to assess the 
potential for this type of service in Montana. If the potential and value are proven, 
the plan would be extended statewide. The reason for selection of the listed countie8 
i8 based on the amount of nur8ing home caseload8 they have and also we only have three 
months' time. 
Goals 
1. 	 The primary goal of this program is to provide an alternative care plan to assist­
ance reCipients who can best benefit by this type of care. 
2. 	 As stated above, another goal is to see if this program is valuable and feasible 
enough as to be implemented statewide. 
3. 	 This study will give indication of cost factors so implications on cost of a 

statewide program can be assessed. 

Advantages of Program to the ReCipient 
1. 	 Allows for independent selection by client of a home that matches his needs. Client 
will be assistep by the worker. 
2. 	 Allows for the development or redevelopment of social skills lost by long-term 

nursing home placement or by illness. 

3. 	 Allows for individual assessment of needs and for individual attention to provid­

ing for needs. 

4. 	 Allows the client to exist in the basic social unit--the fsmil,. 
5. 	 Allows client to remain or return to their own community and re-establish themselves. 
6. 	 Allows for quick assessment of medical needs by alert foster parent for elderly 

person who may overlook need. 

Payment for this Program 
Payment to the foster home will be made by the client out of the recipient's assistance 

grant. A client who is placed in a certified foster care home will receive a grant of 

$155. The foster home will be paid rates of $128 and up. The client will be allowed 

the maximum of $27 from his grant to meet his personal needs, such as clothing, toilet 

articles, tobacco and recreational expenses, according to his needs. The determination 

of the rate of reimbursement to the foster home and allowance to the resident for per­

sonal needs will be determined at the county level by the resident, the foster care 
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INTRODUCTION (Cont.) 
parents, and the social worker. 
The social worker should keep in mind one of the basic ideas of the foster care pro­
gram, and that is that foster care ia to help a person live independently, therefore, ~ 
the resident should be allowed enough income to live as independently as he is able. 
Close evaluation and consideration of the client's needs and the services being offer­
ed by the foster home should be made by the worker in d~terrnining the rate of foster 
payment and personal need allowances. 
MDPW 1/10 

SECTION I PROCEDURES FOR CERTIFYING HOMES SECTION I 

The assigned county caseworker to the FFCA Project should arrange for a possible 
. home interview with prospective applicants and at that time an application for them 
to become a foster home can be signed. (Form Gen. 83).. During this initial interview, 
the worker should explain the guidelines for becoming a foster home and also the 
terms of the foster home agreement can be discussed. If the family indicates further 
interest and desire to become an FFCA home, the worker can leave a medical report 
(Form Gen. 81) for each foster parent to have completed by their own physician and 
at their own expense. 
The worker should then schedule another home interview. This one is for the 

purpose of evaluating the home and family against the standards outlined in Sections 

V and VI of this Manual. With information from the first and second interview, the 

worker, if he feels he knows enough about the family and home, should then compile 

the social study and recommendation. (See Section VII). 

I 
A copy of the social study, application and the caseworker's recommendation 

should be sent to the field supervisor. The field supervisor will, after considera­

tion of this application, study and recommendation, either recommend or deny this 

application. The field supervisor's recommendation or denial wito a copy of the 

application will be sent to the Director, Division of Social Services. The Director 

of the Division of Social Services will send a certification to the home with a 

copy sent to the field supervisor. If the application is recommended for denial 

by the field supervisor, the foster parents should be helped to withdraw their 

application on a local level. 

If the application is approved and the Gen. 82 is signed, one copy of this is 
retained by the foster home and the other copy is retained by the worker to be placed 
in the county foster home file where a copy of the foster home study and the foster 
parents' medical reports are kept. It is advised that the county keep a file of 
foster homes for the aged and resident placement by use of the foster home record 
card (Gen. 80). After certifying the home and placing a person in the home, the 
worker will be responsible for supervising that home (See Section III). After a 
year's time, a re-evaluation for re-certification should be done by the worker. 
(See· Section VII.) 
o 
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SECTION II PRE,PLACEMENT AND F'l!fEMENT PLANNING SECTION IT 
In considering a person for placement in a foster home, a primary prerequisite 
is that the caseworkeT must know the client he is placing. This will mean that 
a complete evaluative study should be done on the person. 
A key wOld in any placement consideration is the client 9 s independence~ Thus, 
it is the client who makes the decision to go into foster care, and as far as 
possible it is the client who chooses what home he will be going into. The 
client may not wish to make thls decision alone so in placement planning, the 
client's family should be brought into the planning. Thus, as a preliminary to 
placement consideration" the criteria outlined in Section IV must be met. The 
worker musr have a client who is ambulatory and who has the mental and emotional 
balance that will allow him to make these decisions and also allow him to fit into 
a family life Situation. 
Before placement i a medical evaluation (Gen. 63) should be completed on the 
person and his medical needs noted. One copy of the Gen~ 63 marked FFCA Placement 
should be sent to the FFCA Specialist, Medical Assistance Division, Montana Depart­
ment of Public Welfare. 
If the person meets the basic prerequisites, the worker can begin indoc­
trinating the person to what foster home care has to offer. The reasons and 
methods used by the caseworker will vary according to the client's needs and 
interests that only the caseworker will know. The worker can learn from the 
client 9 s reaction to this introductory, information as to what home the client 
may fit into. This matching process really begins when the client decides to 
consider a foster home placement. The worker's job here is that from his know= 
ledge of the homes available and his knowledge of the cUentis needs, he helps the 
client select a home that the client will like and with which he will be compatable. 
Such things to watrh for in this area are nei~hborhood and social strata, ethnic, 
religious and cultural affiliations, living standards~ educational backgrounds, 
and last, the matching as far as possible of compatable personalities. 
A very important requirement in .. this matching phase of the placement process 
is that the client be allowed to visit the prospective foster home one time and 
more if possibl~. If possible~ the person may even stay one 01' two nights on a trial 
plac~ment in the home. The client should be allowed enough time in making up his 
own mind about a particular foster home. Allowing a client enough time to make a 
deCision does not necessarily preclude the emergency placement. In the emergency 
placement, however~ the worker must be willing to take the responsibility of more 
extensive services to both the client and the foster home after the placement is 
made. 
Placement services, even though guidelines can be offered. still rely on the 
caseworkerJ s knowledge and judgment to be successful. Not every person will want 
or be able to use foster care so the worker should be aware of alternative care plans 
to offer those persons, 
f"', 
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SECTIO~'l I II SUPERVISION OF FOSTER CARE RESIDENTS A.'iD FA.~IJ.I.ES SECTION III 
The worker has a double responsibility in the supervision of residents and of 
foster families in the Foster Care for the Aged Program. His primary and first 
responsibility is to the agency's client whom he has placed in the foster home. 
His second responsibility and almost equal in ,importance, as far as the success of 
the program goes, is his responsiblity to the foster parents. The worker must at 
all times try to maintain a balanced relationship with both the resident and the 
foster parents. 
The agency should allow the worker enough time so that he can visit foster homes 
within a week after placement of a resident there and he should be allowed enough 
time to at least visIt the foster homes monthly thereafter. In many cases, more 
frequent visits will have to be made. The worker should be allowed, and allow himself, 
enough time to visit both the resident and the foster parents. 
In offering supervision or actual services to the resident, the worker can 
initially look at the physical comfort needs, the reaction to change needs, and the 
medical needs of the resident. In the area of comfort needs, it maybe such simple 
things as including a resident's favorite dish in the menu, or allowing him to watch 
a favorite TV program will help in this area. In the area of change reaction, the 
workel must be aware of the resident's pOSSible denial and withdrawal due to this 
reaction. Services here would include orientating the person to the neighborhood 
and surroundings, introduction to the areas where the resident may meet elderly 
persons, and may even entail taking the person shopping in a new area. Since older 
people tend to neglect the! r health needs, medical services should be offered. Since 
the elderly resident will be covered by both Medicare and Medicaid, his medical needs 
should be met and he should be encouraged to have a meqical evaluation at least yearly, 
if not more frequently. 
After the resident has made an adequate adjustment to the foster care situation, 
social rehabilitation serVices should begin. Such services as helping the resident 
to get to certain 'social activities where older people are involved, such as senior 
citizen centers, senier citizen dinner clubs and other like social activities. 
Services offered in the reaction ~o change area such as going shopping with the 
resident would also be helpful in this area. The aim here is to help the resident 
return to community life and eventually to independent living, if possible • 
•The worker must be prepared to offer the resident services in such areas as to 
help him begin independent liVing arrangements, to help him to change foster homes, 
and even to help the resident move to a more sheltered type of care. 
The caseworker's role in supervising, or aga1n, in offering services to the foster 
parents is mainly influenced by the fact that the primary goal is proper care for 
the resident. The first service that the worker should offer is to inform the foster 
parents of the casework plan for the resident who is going to be placed with' them and 
he should also gIve the foster parents background information about the reSident's 
interests, problems mid habits. This information should be given with the understand­
ing that it is confidential informat10n. The worker in offering further services to 
the foster family should be available to help the foster family and the resident as 
well in any crisis situation. The help that the worker can offer in this area would 
be his balanced reaction and understanding in helping those persons involved to resolve 
their difficulties. Another service the worker should offer to his foster parents 
would be to give them general information about the physiological and behavior changes 
ofdd age. Its specific difficulties and needs, and effective ways in dealing witho 	 these. The worker must remember that even though he may be an authority to the foster home with regards the services being offered, he must definitely allow the foster home 
family to function the way it is accustomed to. 
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SECTION III SUPERVISION OF FOSTER CARE RESIDENTS ~~D F~~ILIES (Cant.) SECTION III 

The worker should avoid being in the middle of tense or conflict situations 

between the resident and the foster parents. The best way to achieve this is by 

encouraging the two parties to work out difficulties themselves. If-the worker does -::> 

get involved he should avoid prejudging and judging at all until he has the facts. 

If onJ or the other party is atfault, constructive and suggestive help is more reward­

ing than the direct approach. 

The worker can offer other agency services to the foster family than just support 
education and mediation. Other services would include the use of homemakers if the foster 
parent becomes temporarily disabled or if she needs help in meeting the special care 
needs of a resident. If the county agency has home health care services available, 
this can also be used in the foster care situacion to help the foster parent in such 
areas as helping to teach the resident how to take a prescribed medication or in diet 
planning or in just meeting the personal health needs of a resident. 
If the foster care program is going to be a success, the worker must be constantly 
aware of his duel responsibility in offering supervision to both the resident and the 
foster family. 
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SECTION IV CRITERIA FOR PLACEMENT OF PERSONS IN FFCA HOMES 	 SECTION IV 

1. 	 Persons' will not be placed or considered for' placement in an FlCA home if their 
physician evaluates them to be in need of a higher level of'care. For example, 
they may need intermediate care or skilled nursing care. Medical evaluation 
(Gen. 63) is required prior to a person's placement. 
2. 	 Persons placed in FFCA homes should be ambulatory. 
3. 	 Since the person considered for placement is to be involved in his placement 
planning, he should have the mental capacity for this involvement. His mental 
capacity should remain high enough so that the person can enjoy the benefits of 
his placement in a family situation. 
4. 	 Persons with heart diseases or conditions of any respiratory involvement or those 
recommended by physicians should. not be placed in upstairs bedrooms or homes. 
S. 	 Age, race, religion will not be considered as prohibiting factors to placement 
providing other criteria are fulfilled. 
6. 	 All planning for a persons placement in a FFCA home should definitely involve the 
person and that person's family. 
7. 	 The person to be considered for placement should be evaluated thoroughly by the 
caseworker as to how he will fit into the proposed family situation, the physical 
situation, and the role requirements and expectations of the proposed family. 
8. 	 Emergency or hasty family or community pressure placements should be avoided 
1f at all possible. The caseworker should be sure and positive about his 
evaluation of a person before placing the person. 
9. 	 Persons will not be placed in the home of responsible relatives as foster home 
residents. (Responsible relatives are those relatives outlined in the Manual 
of Policies and Procedures, Volume IV) • 
• 
o 
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SECTION V STANDARDS FOR FOSlER FAMl1.Y CARE }[)MES 	 SECTION V 
Q§!!RAL STA~DARDS 
Ao Homes will not be certified for more than three peopleo 

Bo No home will have more than nine people living in it including residents. 

Co Single foster parent homes can be certified. 

Do Rural homes can be certified as foster homes ·for the aged. 

!,.HYSICAL ASPECTS OF THE HO~ 
Ao 	 Location 
1) The home should be accessible to transportation -- bus, train, car, 
or if in rural area should be near a maintained road, 
2) Should have reasonable proximity to shopping areas, churches, senior 
centers, medical and dental clinics and hospitals. 
B. 	 General Sanitation Factors 
1) The home should have adequate plumbing. If in doubt, this should be 
checked by certified plumber. 
2) Water supply should be from a public approved source; or if otherwise 
provided 9 it should be checked for bacteria count. 
3) If sanitation aspects of the home are questionable, the public health 
sanitarian should be consulted. 
Co 	 General Safety Features of the Home 
1) 	 The home should be in compliance with state, local building and fire 
codes. 
2) Adequate fire protection should be available. 
3) There should be screen protection in front of any hot surface or open 
flame such as stoves or fireplaces. 
4) Rugs should be attached or of non=skid material. Unattached throw 
rugs and scatter rugs should be viewed as hazards. 
5) Corridors should be well lighted and uncluttered and should be at 
least~ttree feet wide. 
6) 	 Stairways and ramps should have sturdy banisters, open stairways 
should be protected by gates, and stairs should be provided with 
non-sUp tread and should be at least three feet wide. 
7) 	 Bathtub should be e<{\.lipped with non-skid mat and grips. Shower should 
be equipped with grips and non-skid mats aliSO, 
8) 	 Night Ught should be provided for the res:Ldent and switched at door, 
all areas occupied should be well lighted, Iswitches in bathroom should 
be located at least four feet from tub or shower. exposed light bulbs 
should not'be used anywhere. If in doubt about homes electrical 
standards, a licensed electrician should b~ consulted. 
D. 	 Specific Requirements for Certain Rooms 
1) 	 Kitchen: 
a. 	 Should have adequate water supply for food preparation and hand 
washing. 
b. 	 Should not be located so residents have to pass through it or the 
storage area to get to bedroom or bathroom. 
c. 	 Should have clean~ble, non-absorbant walls and ceilings. 
d. 	 Traffic through kitchen during meal preparation should be limited. 
e. 	 Proper refrigeration and ·food storage should be provided, 
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SECTION V STANDARDS FOR FOSTER FAMILY CARE HOMES 	 SECTION V 

2) 	 Bathrooms: 
a. Should have proper toilet facilities. 	 '::> 
b. 	 Tub and shower should be provided. 
c. 	 Individual towel rack and place for residents toilet articles 
should be provided. 
d. 	 Bathroom should have light switch by "door either on outside or 
inside. 
e. 	 Bathroom should be vented to outside or have an outside window. 
3) Living, Dining and Recreation Areas: 
a o Residents should have free access to living room and recreation 
room at all times. 
b. 	 These should be large enough for the residents comfortable living. 
c. 	 None of these rooms should be used as a bedroom. 
4) 	 Resident's Bedroom: 
a. 	 If a single room, it should have 100 square feet of usable space. 
b. 	 If a double bedroom, 80 square feet of usable space with beds 
three feet apart and two feet from walls. 
c. 	 Ceilings must at least be eight feet high. 
d. 	 Light switch should be placed on inside or outside of bedroom 
entrance door. 
e. 	 Each bedroom should have at least one electrical outlet. 
f. 	 If possible, the bedroom should have at least one window with a 
pleasant view. 
g. 	 The bedroom should be close to bathroom and dining area. 
h. 	 Minimum furnishings of resident's bedroom~ 
1) Regular bed with good springs and clean firm mattress. 
2) Closet space 
3) Dresser or private drawer space 
4) Table or night stand 
5) Chairs (maybe one easy chair) 
6) Lamp. 
7) Provision for resident to use his own furniture 
8) Mirror 
9) Clean, flame resistant window shades 
10) Individual towel rack 

11) Laundry disposal provision 

E. 	 Meals 
1) Three meals should be served daily (provision for more if resident's 
health requires it). 
2) 	 Resident should be allowed to take meals with family~ 
3) 	 Foster mother should be prepared to follow resident's diet. 
4) 	 Meals should offer variety. 
5) 	 Meals served should be well balanced and served attractively in an 
adequate setting. 
F. 	 Heatin.a 
1) Adequate heating should be provided in all areas of occupancy. 

2) Heating unit should be inspected yearly. o 

3) Stove and open flame should be screened. 

4) Manual heating controls should preferably be handled by foster parents. 
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SECTION VI ~RSON.tY.: gU!LIFICATIONS FOR FOSTER PARENT IN THE FFCA PROGRAM 
GENERAL-fROVISIOWS FOR PERSONS BECOMING FOSTER PARENTS 
1. 	 Foster parents will make provision for adequate care of resident when 
they are away~ 
2~ At least one foster parent should remain in or near home at all times; 
(This 	does not of course preclude shopp1ng 9 meetings, or errands but 
does preclude both foster parents being employed full time.) 
3. 	 No person whose presence would be detrimental to the adult should be 
allowed in the householdo 
4~ 	 The. resident should be free to leave home if he clears with a foster 
parent providing he 1s physically and mentally capable of doing 80 
without danger to himself. 
A. 	 General CharacterIstics 
1) Age, marital status, educational and sociocultural background, 
religious affiliation (included in social study). 
2) Foster pnents should be in good medical and physical health 
as indicated by medical report from their physician (Gen. 8t) 
3) Foster parents should have other income than from FFCA income 
only. 
4) Foster parents should have a positive attitude towards the agency. 
a. 	 Foster parents should be ready to accept agency supervision. 
b. 	 Foster parents s~ould be ready to share information about the 
resident. 
c. 	 Foster parents should be able to cooperate with doctors 
medical advice to client. 
d. 	 Foster parents should be willing to notify agency of any 
emergencies of client illness, accident, or change in 
behavior. 
S) 	 Foster parents should have lenient positive attitude towards 
resident~s family and friends. 
a. 	 Foster parents should offer hospitality to resident's 
family and friends • 
• 	 b. Foster parents should maintain a cordial interest in resident's 
family but should avoid tnterference, 
c. 	 Foster parents should understand obligation to notify family 
of any emergencies of resident. 
B. 	 General Characteristics of Foster Familtes 
1) A positive emotional atmosphere should be maintained in home. 

2) Family should be willing to accept resident into family Circle. 

3) There should be acceptance and respect for the aged. 

4) Family should have positive or resolved attitudes towards the 

physically limited person. 
S) There sho'uld be family unity with flexibly de.fined rules that 
the resident can be allowed to fit in. 
6) The family should be able to accept individual differences, habits~ 
and even idiosyncrasies. 
C. 	 SpeCial Traits to be Observed in the "Foster Mother" 
1) Good housekeeper j but not absolute. 

2) Organized but allowance given to be flexible. 

3) Firm but agatn flexible. 

4) Warm and giving but not overboard. 
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SECTION VI PERSONAL QUALIFICATION FOR. FOSTER PARENT IN THE FFeA PROGRAM 
5) Protective but not smothering. 
6) Interested and concex'ned but allowing resident his own 
private life. 
7) Good understanding at problems and peculiarities of old age. 
Do Understood'Privileges of the Resident 
1) Use of living t'oom television and telephone. 
2) Participation in family holidays at home and occasionally out 
of home~ 1f possibleo 
3) Possibility tor resident Us participation in home chox'es (example~ 
kitchen help~ yard work. ert'ands and babysitting) 
} 
SECTION VlI FOSTER FAMILY CARE HOME STUDY 	 SECTION VII 
See 	Foster Home Standa~ds and Personal Guidelines for Foster Parents. 
10 	 NAME AND ADDRESS OF APPLICANT 
Including 	directions for reaching home if necessary. Mailing address. 
II. APPLICATIO~ 
Date, indicate motivation for why applicant wishes to become a foster 
family parent~ describe type of adults they can best care for and why. 
1110 FOSlER FAMILY CARE TO AGED PROGRAM 
Explanation of program, including rates of payment by individual 
resident~ clear explanation of how payment is to be made by individual 
out of his grant, discuss supervision of placement and foster home by 
agencYj explain standards and characteristics necessary for becoming a 
foster home and discuss agency's responsibilities and foster parents I 
responsibilities as outlined on the agreement. Record applicantVs 
response to explanations. 
IV. FOSTER FAMILY SOCIAL INFORMATION 
A. 	 Individual Members~ 
10 	 Foste.r Father - Brief description including birthdate j physical 
appearance~ occupation, personalitYi background information on 
early life experiences and their effect on present day relation­
ships and functioning, health (including what physician says on 
medical report), how he sees his role as a foster parent to an 
older person» what special interests he has, what special problems 
he has. 
2. 	 Foster Mother - Same as above. 
3. 	 Children - Description including birthdate~ physical appearance" 
what grade in school, some identification of feelings about having 
an elderly person move into the homey what are their special irterests 
~ and indicate any special problems. 
40 	 Other Members of the Household = Idem:ify and indicate what cootacts 
and influence they will have on elderly resident, what effect ,..rill 
resident have on them. 
Bo 	 Family as a Whole~ 
1. 	 Activities, recreation, and how this will effect a resident. 
community relationships, religious activity, experiences in 
dealing with elderly people, indicate how family views role of 
elderly reSident, show interplay between worker and foster family 
in light of how they will accept agency supervision. 
Co 	 Physical Facilities: 
10 	 House, Size, arrangement, comfort, housekeeping, type of neigh­
borhood and community availability of shopping areas, church, 
recreational areas, medical services. (See Standards for Foster 
Family Care Homes.) C: 
V. 	 REFERENCES INTERVIEWEQ 
(Only necessary if caseworker has any concern or question). Statements 
from references should include evaluation of foster parents l habits, 
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!ECTION VII FOSTER FAMI!:J...£ARE HOME· S'l1JDY SECTION VII 
dispositions, character. and standing in community; also, some indication 
from them as to the ability of the foster parents to care for an elderly 
resident. 
VIo EVALUATIQ! 
Workeris opinion of physical, intellectual, emotion~l and social 
capacities and limitations of home. Evidence supporting evaluation of 
their capacHles and/or limitations as foster parents. Evaluation of 
ability and willingness to work with agency. Evaluation of type of adult 
the family can care for. 
VII. RECOMMENDATION 
Should be specific either for approval or denial. If for approval, 
state number» age, se~J race, religion and problems (physical, mental) 
of adults that could be placed in their home. If denial, state reason. 
I 
; 
o 
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SECTION VII FOSlER FAMILY CARE HOME STUDY 	 SECTION vn 
FOSTER HOME RE~EVALUATION 
Family Name~ Date~ 

Family Address; Worker: 

Mailing Address: 

10 	 Summary of foster care experiences during past year including number, 
ages, and special problems of children placed, .nd duration of place­
mento 
, 	 i 
II. 	 Meaning of foster care experiences to family, i~cludlng: 
A. 	 Satisfactions to family as a whole and to individual members. 
B. 	 Frustrat10ns to family as a whole and to individual members. 
C. 	 Relationship to agency feelings about supervision. 
D. 	 Any changes in type of ~dult family desires to care foro 
1110 Workerus evaluation of family as foster care resource: 
A. 	 Changes in circumstances (household composition» income, employ­
ment, hoUSing, health, relationships) and the effect these changes 
may have on ability to give adequate foster care. 
B. 	 Flexibility regarding kinds of adults they can care for. 
C. 	 Problems thae have risen in'relationship to agency. 
D. 	 Special abilities exhibited in specific areas. 
E. 	 Reason for any change in type of adult to be placed. 
F. 	 Evaluation of care provided during past year. 
IV. 	 Specific recommendation for or against recertifying including number, 
age, sex» race, and special problems (phys1cal 1 mental~ or emotional) 
of adult we can place with this family. If recommendation is against 
recer ti.fying , give reasons. 
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SECTION VIII LIABILITY OF FOSTER PARENT AND INCOME TAX RESPONSIBILITY SECTION VIII 
LIABILITY 
Liability for a person placed in an adult foster home will rest with the foster 
parents. This factor should be discussed with prospective foster home parents. The 
foster parents should understand clearly that they are' being held liable for any 
negligent type accident and any subsequent law suit. They should further understand 
that it will be their responsibility to make appropriate arrangements to meet this 
liability. Thus the foster parents are free to ignore this liability and be willing 
to pay any law suits or damages out of personal resources, or they can check with 
their insurance agent to see if they are covered and if not, they may wish to purchase 
the additional coverage. This additional coverage in the form of a Landlords, Owners 
and Tenants Policy may cost anywhere from $15 to $50 per year. 
Foster parents who are renting should first get permission from their landlord 
to bring people into the home as foster residents and they should also check with 
their landlord on what liability insurance he may have. 
At this time we are not making liability insurance coverage a requirement, but 
we certainly recommend that all adult foster parents be aware of their liability 
and make arrangements for adequate coverage of this responsibility. 
INCOME TAX 
If prospective foster parents ask about the status of foster home payments in 
regard to taxable income, the social worker can advise them that according to the 
Internal Revenue Service, these payments are taxable to a degree. Just that amount 
that is left after net and costs for keeping the person are subtracted is to be 
considered taxable income. Thus the foster parents should be advised to keep 
accurate records on the cost of keeping the resident in their home. Such costs 
as food, shelter, utilities, taxes and insurance on a prorated basis are legitimate 
cost elements to be considered in this area. It is recommended that foster parents 
seek the advice of the Internal Revenue Service or their personal accountant if 
they have question on this matter. 
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PRESENTED 1! 1]12 SECTION 
IS THE BROCHURE AND FORMS USED IN THE 
.....-- ------- - - -­
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE F.F.C.A. PROGRAM !N l]!.PILOT COUNTIES 
-------
--
(}e'?l . r.r:: - 'f3 STATE OF MONTANA 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC 1i1EL'FARE 
APPLICATION FOR BECOmNG A FOSTER HOHE FOR THE AGED 
Date _________________________ 
. 

(Last Name) (Husband's first name) (Wife's first name) (Maiden name) 
Address ________________________________________ Telephone No. ___________________ 
Le~8th of time at this address _____________________________________________________ 
Directions for ~each1ng home~--__----__-----------------_________________ 
Birth Last grade 
MEMBERS OF FAMILY Birthdate place Occupation in school R~J.igio_n Nationa~ 
Father 
-
Mother 
Children 
...----.,"--~ 
Other members oi the household - Relatives, Boarders; hired help, etc. 
-
....-.~." 
-
.-­
Married or'single children not at home 
NAME ADDRESS OCCUPATION 

-
.... ~ 
.­
_....
..- .. 
._.,. (see other side) 
Marital 
status: Single__Married __ Separated Divorced Widowed ___ 
Date and place of last marriage_____________________________________________ 
Name of family physician ________________ Address _________________________ 

. Row many rooms in your home?_Bath_Home many sleeping rooplS? __ Separate beds__ 

How far is it to the nearest physic1an? ______________________________~________ 

Row far is it to nearest hospital? _________________________________________ 

REFERENCES: Give names arid addresses of two near relatives who do not live with you. 
Of husband ____________________________________________________________ 
(Name) (Address) (.Relationship) 
Of Wife 
(Name (Address) (Relationship) 
Give the names and addresses of four persons not related who may be used as references. 
The last three should have known the family for a period of two years or longer. 
Name Address Connection (pastor, 	employer, 
etc.) 
1· 
2. 
3. 

4,. 

Give age, sex, and number of adults you wish to take _________________________________ 

(husband) 
(wife) 
FOSTER PARENTS FOR THE AGED MEDICAL REPORT 	
I, 
Name~.__________________________________________________ Date ____________________ 
Address ___________________________________________ Date of Birth __________________ __ 
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE PHYSICIAN: 
__________________________________________~______ is being considered for becoming a 
foster parent to the aged by the ___________________ County Department of Public Welfare. 
The foster parent will provide a family living situation for elderly adults by bringing 
them into their own homes. His or her responsibilities will include meal preparation, 
cleaning, housekeeping, and limited personal care. He or she will be working with elderly 
persons in his or her own home. 
To assist us in our planning, we would appreciate the following information on the above 
named applicant: 
(1) 	 Has he or she any known infectious or contagious condition? 
(Use'Wasserman, x-ray, etc., if indicated) 
yes _____ No _________ 
If yes, what is the condition and when is the earliest date 
he or she could work in the homes of other people? 
(2) 	 What, if any, are the limitations on his or her work activity? 
(Such as vascular or other disability) 
(3) 	 Additional Comments: 
I authorize the sending of this report to the 
_______________________________ County Dept. 
Signature of Examining Physician 
Signature of Applicant 
Date 	 Date 
'. 
Q. e ")1. TF'- 9'2-	 STATE OF MONTk,{A 
DEPARTMENT 	 OF PUBLIC WELFARE 
FOSTER CARE FOR THE AGED 
FOSTER PARENT'S AGREEMENT Date
-----­
The Department of Public Welfare approves your home as a foster home for adults. In 
order to avoid any misunderstanding and to clarify the process to be followed, the 
following agreement is entered with respect to any adult placed in your home by the 
Department of Public Welfare for foster home care. 
AGENCY RESPONSIBILIT¥: 
1. 	 The Department of Public Welfare has responsibility for planning with the adult 
and helping him to fulfill his needs and it will assist you in meeting your 
responsibility for the adult by acquainting you with the plans and needs of 
the adults placed in your home. 
2. 	 The Caseworker will visit your home and the adult regularly and will be avail­
able to give services for the adult's welfare. 
3. 	 The Department of Public Welfare will make plans with the adult to insure that 
he will make regular monthly payments for his care in your home. 
4. 	 The Department of Public Welfare will be responsible for obtaining essential 

medical care and treatment for the adult placed in your home. 

5. 	 If an adult is to be moved from your home, it will be the agency's responsibility 
to discuss the situation with you and to give you a reasonable period of notice 
before removing the adult from your home. " 
~. 
FOSTER PARENT'S RESPONSIBILITY: 
1. 	 As foster parents, we will be responsible for the day by day care and maintenance 
of the adult as a member of the family. We shall share information concerning the 
adult and work with the agency worker in the interests of the adult. 
2. 	 We will report at once to the supervising agency any change of address, sickness 
in the family, or changes in family personnel. We will report any sickness of, 
or accident to, the adult placed with us. 
3. 	 We will secure permission of the supervising agency before making any plans for 
taking the "adult or adults out of the state. 
4. 	 We will agree that we shall not make independent plans for the adult's. placement 
with relatives, or others, and that we shall not take money for the care of the 
adult except with the knowledge of the supervising agency. 
5. 	 We will cooperate with the Department and the adult to provide for him to see his 
relatives in private. 
6. 	 If we cannot keep the adult or properly care for him, we will immediately notify 
the local Depar£ment of Public Welfare so that they will be able to make other 
plans for the adult. 
Foster Father______________________ 
" (Social Worker) 	 (County) Foster Mother_________________________(White:F.H.; Yellow:Co.) 
'. 
Q. e "YI. Tr-~ ?2­ STATE OF MONTAI.~A 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE 
FOSTER CARE FOR THE AGED 
FOSTER PARENT'S AGREEMENT Date
-----­
The Department of Public Welfare approves your home as a foster home for adults. In 
order to avoid any misunderstanding and to clarify t~e process to be followed, the 
fo110'iY'ing agreement is entered with respect to any adult placed in your home by the 
Department of Public lve1fare for foster home care~ 
AG&~CY RESPONSIBILIT~: 
1. 	 The Department of Public '·le1fare has responsibility for planning with the adult 
and helping him to fulfill his needs and it will assist you in meeting your 
responsibility for the adult by acquainting you with the plans and needs of 
the adults placed in your home. 
2. 	 The Caseworker will visit your home and the adult regularly and will be avail­
able to give services for the adult's welfare. 
3. 	 The Department of Public \lelfare will make plans with the adult to insure that 
he will make regular monthly payments for his care in your home. 
4. 	 The Department of Public Helfare will be responsible for obtaining essential 

medical care and treatment for the adult placed in your home. 

5. 	 If an adult is to be moved from your home, it will be the agency's responsibility 
to discuss the situation with you and to give you a reasonable period of notice 
before removing the adult from your home. 
FOSTER PARENT'S RESPONSIBILITY: 
1. 	 As foster parents, we will be responsible for the day by day care and maintenance 
of the adult as a member of the family. We shall share information concerning the 
adult and work with the agency worker in the interests of the adult. 
2. 	 We will report at once to the supervising agency any change of address, sickness 
in the family, or changes in family personnel. ~1e will report any sickness of, 
or accident to, the adult placed with us. 
3. 	 l.J'e will secure permission of the supervising agency before making any plans for 
taking the adult or adults out of the state. 
4. 	 We will agree that we shall not make independent plans for the adult's placement 
with relatives, or others, and that we shall not take money for the care of the 
adult except with the knowledge of the supervising agency. 
5. 	 We will cooperate with the Department and the adult to provide for him to see his 
relatives in private. 
6. 	 If we cannot keep the adult or properly care for him. we will immediately notify 
the local DeparLment of Public Welfare so that they will be able to make other 
plans for the adult. 
Foster Father_________________________ 
(Social Worker) 	 (County) Foster Mother__________________________(White:F.H.; Yellow:Co.) 
-.---~~-. 
(}el1. TF'-fo 

tOSTER HOME DESK CARD 

(F.F.C, ff) 
NAME ___________________________________ 	 PHONE _________________________ 
RELIGION~_____________________ ADD~SS~)------------------------------
DATE APPLIED_'_________ DATE CERTIFIED NO. OF ADULTS APPROV. FOR _____ 
TYPE' OF HOME 
NAME OF FOSTER ADULT H.R. NO BIRTHDATE 
SOURCE OF 
PAYMENT 
DATK 
DATE' . PLACED. 
lJA'XE 
RE¥OVED 
I 
... 

~. 

~ 
of MontanaThe State 
') 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE 
DMSION OF SOCIAL SERVICES 
CERTIFICATION 

FOSTER FAMILY CARE FOR THE AGED HOMES 

nm DIREOTOB. 01' "J.'HB DIVISION 01' BOOJAL SERVIOES DEOLAB.E8: 
That a certificate is hereby granted to,_________________________ 
at to conduct and maintain 
foster family care home Lulr_______-.-_____---'-___________________ 
elderly and/or disabled adults in compliance with the rules, regulations and recomm\lndations of the State 
Department of Public Welfare, through the Division of Social Services. 
This certificate shall be in force from day of 19__, to and including 
the day subject to cancellation for due cause by the Division of 
Social Services. 
At this time we wish to express our appreciation and congratulations to you on providing a needed ser­
vice to elderly and disabled persons of our State. 
THEODORE CARKULIS 
Dated at Belea, M....... this AdrlWdltratol', Stllte Department of PubUc Welfare 
JO·SEPH II. ROE 
____ Day of , 19 __ Director, DlvIIdOIl of Sod-' Senicee 
~~ 
., 

SECTION III 
~ 10LLOtUNG IS ~ OlJrLIN!.m: 
SERVICE EXPECTATION~ DISCUSSED .!'!!!!! AND GIVEN TO 
!Mll! COUNTY 'yORKER INVOLVED II THE F.F.C.A. PRO.TECT 
" 
<. 
The outline that' follows was given to each county worker and discussed
. 
with the worker extensively by the writer on his visit and revisit to each 
county. The broader aspects of this outline are. explained in Sections II and III 
of the Manual. 
OUTLINE OF SERVICE EXPECTIONS !Q!! F.F .C.A. l'10RKERS 
I. 	 Preplacement planning (the matching process) is the key to any successful 

placement in an adult foster home. 

(a) 	 The role the "resident- will play in the foster home must be 
determined prior to placement. 
II. 	 Services in the foster home after placement is made. (Three Phases) 
A. 	 First Phase - Adjustment Phase 
1. : Meet the physical needs of the resident. 
2. 	 Meet the medical needs of the resident. 
3. 	 Handle any reaction to change problems. 
B. 	 Second Phase - Rehabilitation Phase 
1. 	 See that social rehabilitation services are begun. 
2. 	 Make sure any physical rehabilitation needs are being implemented. 
c. 	 Third Phase - Independent Functioning Phase 
1. 	 Offer help to the resident in helping him to become totally 
assimilated into the family. 
2. 	 Help client return to independent living situation. 
3. 	 Help client in getting a higher level of care if his needs 
require this. 
III. Goal of Services 
The goal in offering services to the foster home resident is to help 
him towards independent functioning according to his capacity to do so. 
SECTION IV 
County residence policy for F.F.C.A. residents drafted as a directive 
by this writer and submitted to Division of Soci~l Services, State Welfare 
Department, on March 30, 1971. Significance of this was that it was the 
first state office memo sent to the pilot counties since this worker's final 
memo in September, 1970. 
, 
It has come to our attention that there is some question regarding 

gaining of county residence in foster care· for adult cases. After looking over 

. the basic ideas of this program and some of the fational on which it is based. 
we have decided that persons who go from one county to another to take up 
residence in a certified foster care home "lill gain residence in that county. 
The reasons for this decision are based first on the fact that foster care for 
adults is not an institutional program but a private personal care program designed 
to meet one individual's needs separate from the group individual needs met by 
institutional settings. The first and most primary reason why county residency 
could be gained is the basic fact that this program requires that the client 
select his own foster home which, in the essence of this program, is a private 
home. With this requirement that the client select his own foster home, this 
selection of another place to live is no different than any other welfare client's 
.simply chOOSing to live in another county. '!he other client gains county residcllce, 
so we feel so should the foster home selecting client. A third reason is that 
one of the goals of foster care is total family and community assimilation or 
belonging. A technical welfare ruling of not having reSidency would be detrimental 
to this goal fulfilment. '!hus. in summary, since foster care for adults is not 
institutional, since clients are required to select their own foster home, and 
since maintaining former county residency is detrimental to the goals of foster 
care for adults, we have decided to rule that adult foster care client wo~ld gain 
county residency. 
Since keeping people in their Olfn communities is a basic objective of foster 
. care for adults, we urge all counties to develop their own foster homes for adults 
and not to look to other counties for thiS, except in cases where clients make 
the independent selection to move to another county. 
PART l.Y: 
INTERIM REPORT m:: TUE F.F.C.A. PROJECT 
SE~IBERJ ltlQ. 
This part is the interim report made to the State Welfare Department 
'8ub@itted on September 22. 1970. It basically contained reports on this 
writer's original and fo11ot., up visits to the pilot county and concludes with Some 
basic recommendations. The second section deals with the results of the 
recommendstiona. 
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SECTION ! 
This section is the intertm report on the F.F.C.A. project dated 
September 22, 1970. 
.... -- .. STATE OF MONtANA 
DEPARTMENT m? PUBLIC l-lEU'ARE 
HELENA, HONTANA 
FROM: Donald V'. Sekolc., Foster Family Care for the September 22. 1970 
1~tI~trt~e;d Spe~!alist 
REPORT OF 'FOSTER CARE FOR 'IHE AGED PROJECT FROM JUNE 12 THROUGH SEPtEMBER 22, 1970 
Introductior.. : 
The Foster Fa.••i1y Care: f::,r ~ha Aged Specialist has visited a.nd revhited the original 

five countleu proposed at the incepticn of this prograrr., Those counti~~ visited were 

Silver B~w, Yellcw3tcna, Caac:ad.:., Missoula and Hill C::Junties. The wo:cket, at the request 

of two counties, visited the.m one time each, These two counties were Patk Count)~ and 

Lewis & Clark C"unty. One county, Sande!s County, has reql1es ted infcrjt\.a::.icn on th!,ti 

progre;m so as t~ implement it because of a great need in tha.t area. Thb county wa~ not 

visited by thib "Yorker, but a manual, fetms, and brc:;hul:es were sent to that COU(&ty 0 

To imp lament this progrE.1U a manual was developed cl)ntaining eight se:::tioX'to and Dutlin!.ng 
the procedur'!s for: recruiting, cel,tiiying, and supervising hrc;mesQ 'FiVE!; forms were designed 
to aid in th.t.s prot:ees 0 The.y are the AppB.... ;:ation for FOB ter Pa:oenta, 'I'F-83 I Foa tel' Parent 
Medies.l Raport, TF-al, Foste.r Parent: Agree.ment, '!.'F-82, Fostct" CE.:l:e Recard Card) TF'-80 t 
and the Ce:t:f.fi(.a~~e. certifying the foster home. An infolmst.lonal bt:c(;hure \V'6.5 de~1'6ned 
and distr.!buted to the s'!;ven counties new par!:icipating in ~chls project. The l10ntana 
State Board of Health. read the' ~rltE;-:da and standards for homes as outlin,sd in 'the Manual, 
and recotranendL~d ~e=~A:L.n. revisions wh!:.h have been implemented :f,n that manuaL 
The agend~ fc:i.lt't-l'l!d b}' the wc:i<e-:r: in visiting t.he five pilot counties the first tim.e iii 

outlined in Al:~e.nd!.~t A of tho 'j::J!oposed ploje.et t'sport d!s t!"ibuted in e.arly Jun"! 0 On the 

wGxker's Cldgt.. n'i~~ v!e:l.t5, E.\<Il.luation of need was obt&ined and the remaindet'of the time 

was spent in orientating the assigned worker to t!a ,l:'.cgram and hfdp1ng the 'W~rker intro­

duce the pIOgt6m \:0' th~ cC!I®.'Jni::y service agencies Ell\ph<>.si:!i it'. 1!.:he orientation (.f the
v 
new worker 'l-ie.S i;::. th.E:. ffl::'.e6 of pre-plt'1ce:nent and plac.ement planning (the matching pro:::.e&8) 
and supervis:to.r: .:f the ht;rr.e ;:thre.e-phase service approach) a;s !J.uUined in the !-ianu8.l of 
Foster Care fer the Agt!d, Sr..{'t1on~ 1.1 and Ill. On the le-vblt evaluaticnr;I the program 
. was held with the a~l!igried w;;,rker aUG his cthC?r supervis::r., Any follow up matE:r1alwas 
discussed and a public iniottt:.Atl{l[! prog'ram was initiatedQ In ea:h county reir:l&i ted, all 
radio and T.7. si:c.tf.or~it ~'ere ccnta:;;tl5:a, ae ·~<e.ll 45 !tdtriFhe.:::ls on ne~y.;paper relea.s:es. Thia 
approach was seemirlgly eu~ces,~ful cirld the: radio ar~d T" V, statio:\~ cooperated ve::y well. 
REPORT OF PROJECT FROGRESS BY CCUNTIES VISITED 
Yellowston~ (cur.!:};,: 
The worker::;riginal1y .v.tstted Ye-,11owst:i't:.e Co~nty on July 13, H; and 15 with the fullcw-up 
visit on Septemcet 8 6:.:-.d 9. Yel:~owstonE; C:;',mty i~ rathe:- uni.;u'C! I'!'Vm this pr:llj~ct t 5 
standpoir1t in ~~he fa;.:: that i! hil.s ha.d a cour.ty &p:nscred progra..."Ti for foster care for 
adults a:'n-ee 1963 "Then a gr6.ve 7.mraini, h:;me shcrts.ge was fa.ced by the people ':If the 
Billings area. Ada Black is the w<:.l"ker assigne:d t::> this f1rcgra:rra as well as bein,g the 
medical and nura:f.ng hctr,a w:JIker f.Ot th'2 ccunty. At my first visit, an actual need for 
foster homes WaS not ielt sin~a ~en homes wet:e in operation, b~t afte~ asse5sm~nt of 
caselcads it Wt5.S felt frotrl thtee to fh·e more h:.mes c':u~d be used in the Billi:~gl? area o 
The eOlmty had no fcrm!il:ize.d standards ivr c<::rtifyin6 hCJi.e.s.a They did r.F.ve 5; ~tandard 
payo:.ent ra~e "r $140 A m::mtl: with a $10 c.ounty l1c.:t'Z'ar.·.t being given t<: the client fer 
per.sonal ne.e~,a. 
On the worker's first visit he visited five foster herr.as ~'hat all seemed to be adeque.te 
and met th..! criteria fo:: the homes with the ex.:.eptio'r. of iJne heme that:: h,ad tee ms.ny 
:res1dente. J b'~t this has since bea.n =orrec:ted, Since the ten Games wera in ex!at';rm,~t!; pl:i.or 
Report of F05ter Care f?I' the Aged Proj~~t frem June 12 Thr~ugh S~pterrjber 22, 1970 
to this prcject, the applicatic..:. pI\~c.e&S waa dispensed wi.th. a.nd the only x-8c;uirement for 

certifieation wae that the fosc(I;l:' hC:fle i>tudies be .submitted, Ot.1t of the t:en home studies 

submitted by Mr!i, Black, eight h:<'n:ea WE!T.e r.a(:'Gmmend~d for (.ertifieation. One ha.s since 

withdrewn and I ha'l'", reserved ,:ez:.:!t!c et.~c·(\ en the Cornslius heme until Mrs. Cornelius 

decides if she wants t!) be a foste!' home 0'[ bearding h~me, I h;l.ve recommended the 

following hore.es ir. Billings for certification: Ann Blenkx::.er, 309 Burlington Avenue for 

one pe'!sonj Ma.rgaret (Peg) Murphy, 947 Avenue C for three persona; Christine S'~hrceder, 

1816 AvenuE: C fer thle.e pets.,ne; Dcr!.s Shi.pton, 801 N.:~tth 16th Street for t"w::') per&oo:s; 

Mrs. J. R. Smr.mons, 2008 Beverly Hills Boulevard for one person f Lorraine Nichcls, 1530 

Lewis Avenue for cne person;. Mrs. ("erald Jo,hne.':cn, 45 Washingt.;)r. St.!·eet fo~ ruo peuons; 

and Petl! EhenbraUDl, 61.2~ Howard St:cee:: far one pelson .. 

On lll:>y re-visit ~;." Yel :cw~t:one Ccu.ntj ~ ~1J:~.. D~a.:~" had two new ap?lic::ati-an.!l f::>r home.!! and 

theee w.::.ll be processed tht'Jugh t:h~ Field Supervisor, ':'$ outli.r.ed i.n Section I of the 

FFCA Manual. One pr;:)ble'l'l occ'J.ned i.n Yellowstone C::unty .2lnd that was that ·:he arbJ.trary 

rate agr~eme.nt p~ocesa b6'o:ween tri·-e: -:li'l!'nt, {os ter parent and. s.:icial ,",o:ckel we.~. vi.e:.we:i as 

a thl'eAt t;.) the c.urrer.t rax~ s':.anlla!ds., After a d1sc;usei:'r., r;he county dlrector fl~\ally 

agreed this method 'Was in the beat ::'r.te.u.st of ~he client and thlo! ~155 gr.su:lt w'l:uld be 

given to those cases l:E.,:,cmmunde.:i by M!.:l Bla:r..l.c It 1H> linticit:sted that. l:he Daectol: m'!.y 

still questicn ·~ht& $155 gt"'i.nt; :u,tther. In Irq re-vi:tit ac.U.v~ties, fcur O'f the I1:'re: radiO 

stations aJ'i.d t(;~ 1:~C 'LV. sta:>:!{ns 'Were cCin.tact~d f.e1 :!Jpo'!:. annOUri{~m.eJnta abe'Jt the 'program" 

these announcements were writt'att. by }iit. Laitinen, the County Di.r~c.tor. 

Yellowstone County ~ffelt'ed .<i; le.\[nlng opportun1.t.y te· the worker and many !nr.~va.~~ion9 were 
. brought to the pi,~..:>t p,oject <loS th.~. result of theiT expe~~·~.en.~ee. The c3unty expIE;sse.d 
appree!atien in the fact thAt the.} h;:~·1!! n-:w received S!~;1l:.te !C:i.l'lctlon acd stan.dd.'I·d guide.lines: 
for the prog~&m that WetS originally a cou:;\ty reap:msibil1 ty, They are es.pec.f..lI.lly a.ppreci­
ative: of the gu.id1!'.1i~~7~E ~eta'bH.s'hsd to ensure good cara of their r~dri£nts" 
The worker visited Cae:ade CO·J.nty on his orig~~nal via!': 1)0 Jul, 8, 9 ar.1d 10 and on his 
follow-up visit on Septer..ber .: ane 2, This progrd.mte:~d.v'!;d· an imme:diatte boost fr-OID the 
fact that Hiu Bever-I} Vavenaugh was a~s:i.gned -:,:, thia p;:oject:, Miss Cavenaugh, a eecond 
year graduate student at Utah 4:l&' f.f.''::t!.'!Ested in. c.,crr.munity o~gaTId.z:!;t!eltt pu: 1crth a greiilt 
deal of efic~t in this prcgram., 'In,.;;, wIJrket and MUr: Cas~·;~~augh ~uked to ~ln~·:;;8t all senior 
citif,er..~ gr-ouf>S and t:) most cf the (;otnm.~~i ty 5c;cia!. selvic!l GJrgsn:h:ation5 about this progt',EI:L 
Miss Cavena.tJgh has £ol1·:::\o:'~,d t:~H~ugh 0::' ~hie;, No h~R;!!. 'W'ere; d!:'ll·.!:1.oped. from thes'/!! end.ea~:ou t 
but Miss Ca'iEn~ugh h.'J.d P;:""I:lul!!S t~::m pt!.''!ple aft.e-:: La'!>'.:;::::' Day. On 'Wc,::ker's £cllcw-up v:.sit, 
spot a!l?lCUn(;~ments wen. E;i~·er:. t:) the ;::::::dt.., stations and T. V. 6::ations. Miss Cavenaugh dld 
a radi·~ spet tape and bath ohe ant! ~r:'~ ".{crku: iSli;:peared en aT. ":1. interview s:hcw expl.a1nin,g 
the. pro~r.;m. A.! a resul t 1: f thi! t Mi.~s Cii.ver,c1ugh did send the St.~wQrt Mills r.ollle s:tudy 
aud an sppliceticn fer them to be c.e·:::·tified as i!i h::rr.-e "r::"~b tw~ more hcmes cC~.Slider1ng the 
progran:.. 
One of CascacoC: Co;;nty~~ n,aj:.:- con":.-:.ms wa.s what w.::uld happe,n to aesitani.:'s recipient. grants 
if they becc,.r.e, fcg':;ez: h:U'.~;::~ Th":5.qt,;,uticn has been just t''!;.::ently An&',vered by tht£: fact the: 
foster p&ymer.: t:' a r·e~ip;et.t will be. d:'arega;:ded U '.n,;;ome 0 
The need .:: ..\~ fcs<:e:t Cii.te for &d~:' iii: i~ Caa~.ade. County ~las ~st£b!i6hed almo£' ':, !mmedtlLtely 0 
The four c!';c\:l~ serv:!;:,:. \o::rke=s C~!'l~e1 \:.p l\~::h a list ci twer:.t.y-:.hlee people wh.o needed heroes. 
Mro Tc,dd,~ Directc·Z' cf the SEm::..:n Cit:izens Ce-r.t:e·, c·ffez6d twelve more narrlEhlo Thus establish­
ing the need lOI af>l?Ioxirr.atf'J1l ~en to fiitE:e::::. heroes ~ 
An evaluat!~r. by M!.E-ir C!!V~t'i.ilUgt. ana her !;UC.~e.3S0::' Ii endeavcrs end interests, and by the 
expressed need for th.ia type cf c:a~.e in C.a.s.::ade County t the fe-s ter c.are for adults l"OgI'.am 
should bf.' a beneficial And e,,·.ar-st'''w~r!6 f>!:: .'!ee.t ir. that :ount" 
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R.eport of P,:ste:o Cue f.~r the. A~ed Project b'om June 12 Through September 22, 19,'0 
The. 'to.'orker <:;isited Silver Bow Cou~"!ty cn the cdginal visit :)n July 20, 21 and 22 and:.m 

the fal1<:,w-up '/ilsit on A.~guEt. 24 and 25_ The County Director, Service.s Sup.eI'Viscr, and 

. Ci:sewcrk Sup!.~;b~:n: ware very much in fa\-cr of this program and e~pfe.5&ed a need for ito 
Joan. Meye.n was aasigne.d to this projecto Mis+ Meyan was ve'ly inter.est~d in services 
fOI older people and b~:-a.rns vet) e.nthus.ed ab:)ut this prog'!'lillL The adult se!'V1~e workers 
in Butte identifIed tf.I' t" fifteen rec!pie.n.ts thELt 't~culd f'~n ibly ne.ed ie-n.El! care and 
the Senior Center teferl::ed twenty mere R!&mee) t.hus indicating the need of from eight t,:l 
eleven homes ~r.. the Silver Bc?H' Ccu.nty a.~'e.!.> 
In Silver Bow CtrlJ.nl~y en both visit£: tr.e w;:,rker was asked ab:::·ut what rele the artelt"care 

worka:s ht>d in get".:i:.g fester' h:;,n:~s tOl .:.d~:':::! ~ mair~ly frolt. th'S B:::,..;.~ai:' and Wa:,rm Sp:ings 

institutions. Thia matte: has s:c.,!.;'l r.,':" been identified or c.la:rified.. Si!V€l Bow C~·;.:.nty 

had scme: difficulty if. inatr~,ct:ing j\' • .i'icf~J! e.;"igib~'::':ity tE::':.'imie:!.onE in hc.w the new budget. 

would work, 'u.l'ec:ia~lj t:r.e 81::'hitia:-y U'::''.;,t'.t:: allc·wan::e.; This pr:.::blem hat! been iOorke.d out 

by the w~rkers by the time of thew(;l!ku:'~ &'J~::,::'.d visit. Sib;sr Bow C;.1'unty, 8S well as 

the other counties in th-a pl'oject» ;Ul.ade a rulin.g thet any ~al:.s for this p::ogt'8.U!. w';)uld go 

directly to tha FFCA ':Nc.::ke! c.n.d not tbr-:ugh in:s.ke t in th.-, inte,fest ~,f pr..,cessl.n.g h:1;lr.es 

befo'!e they lCiiit intertleto . 

In the following visiU, conta::tB 'w~:::e :made: with the raa1.C ~nd T.V. 9tati'::m, lHu Mayet's 
is te appeal on l' 0 V. about the FleA program. In. rr,id-Sept.emoer" M::lS Ml'!:ye,~s has twa prospec­
tive hcm.es and p:lstdbly ~::.1V,:: mOle that a~e AD l'ed.pients The p~.''lltel'!.t not con.&1dere.d u0 
inceme ruling will vety favorably influe~ce the two AD h~m$3. Ihe~e two hemeft se~mad auite 
adequat·a when brtll;ght tc; t.he wcrke: t a attention on his f::.llc:w-up visit. In e ....a.lu4tiX!.g· 
the Silva:!: Bcw Ccun~) progr..w.~ Miss Meye:s has made a 8'!)cd sta.rt ,and is very capable of 
rec.ruiti.-,g h~mE;5' a.nd ;uj?';;1''tl'!a1ng theu., She. also has the SUPP1)xt '~f t.he supervisory staff 
ar.d thb c'O'J.pled wah the need of thJ.5 servi::::.!! gives the p'f:ljec: red impetous 1.1:'. Silver 
Br.l'~.j CC'Im:y? 
Missoula Countz: 
The 'FlCA wo'!'ka:: visited M;;.as:,:.ula Ct:;'un~:y originally en July 271> 28 and 29a.nd the fol1~w"'-up 
visit was en August.26 and 21, Misa0~la Ccun~y is another uni~ue county in the fact ~hat 
. they have three nursing heme! and te.n unlicensed, thlee t:eeid(~n'': persllnal eat"e type or I'es t 
homes. The ten rest h;,mal! receive from $6uSO t:) $7,.50 E. :lay ior taking ~ai!'e r;t theit' 
residents. Tha::ounr::y !upple.t[lsncs ove: ar.d ab::"iE th,! gZ'iint,s" The C::runty Diz8ctor, Hiro" 
Johnson. he-pes thE.t t.he FfCA r-r>:g',:.a...'Ti. will curtail thei.;!:: high t.'2'.t-'!E' for personal caxe in 
the unli(':'en.5ed htme~.. Fer thi,;- n:ascn, LindL HIi:-dt was pu:;: i:\ c.harge "f the H'CA Ploj~ct 
and B16n~he. Ja:::,bsen wi!.! eontinu(;; t.: n.mdle the nursin.g 'h.:n'.es arcrl :eest heme:!. Y.ra~ 
Jclmson Eipt::cified that eny' new reqties,ts by pe,:rple wanting to ~.!\re f:J,r people in ~beir 
home,s will be referred uire.::tly to the -r-FCA Wt:,::k.e::., The wcrker v;:LsirE:.:1 r.:hze,-!'!: of the i.:·I!S t 
home& ar.d thot.,;gr.': the.:J ~~re adequate. but in. iir..al ~aly.:fe, they we?~ n"t otfe:':'ing :any 
mora, or any better quality::arci than foster homes or per5c:n~.1 care 'homes that he had 
viEit~d -::hr..t wel:e rer.e.ivir.g ~::"2B to $155 pa:rmentEL Even with ~:.he. tel'. hctr.c:s M!s30ula ha&, 
Linda and the ether adult worker canm q with 14 other perser.s wn::J lofC:1..:.!d p:ssibly need' 
fostar care. Thus indi::ating a nae.d tor three to fiV'!. hcmes at:' t.hi.!ti time, 
On the wa:;<::k.e.r l s first Vi5it tr.a~1 codal service agencies we1!"~ conta';ted and. en the f::llow-·up 
visit, an En~rge:tic pt.:.bHc infu:m.~ticn pr:.gra:n was sta'!ted by -lis1 t1,ng the radlo and 1 e V, 
stationa. A radio int.e.rvie·" W6.S ,·::ndu:ted and Lindll Hardt is 'Co appear ori a. T, V< inte.x:v.a,,,,· 
show in the near future. 
Linda has feul' prospal:'tive h.:me5, on.e cf whi~h waa wai tins unti.l after La:bo~ Day tens r..orr.e 
. waSil pa.rttinlt. c.cunty h~tr.ems.k.et, 't;r.o "1!.s waiting for a de'C!s!,,·,n irc.m the Pe:sonnl;l Dlv1ei.c,u 
of the State O::fiee Aii to wheth!i:':. she tAn. receive fostEr'!: paymer.te from \:hr:: ydf'a:re. de.pc;:'trr,~n~ 
Re.p{;oltt of F~!hr Cal:e for the Agf:.d Pr~jE:ct from June 12 th:t:ugh S~ptembeX' 22, 1970 
iu.d also a pay~heck. Linda ha~ two other porspe.:tive hr;,mes who are AD recipients and 
who will ~~ doubt also be influenced by the no income ru1ingo 
In eva!uat.t..:.n of the M~.&sj'.J1a County project t linda Hardt has geod intErest 1n the p;rogrEJD., 
and with the 6UppOl:t of Eli~ab~th J:hnuon, the Director and Jean John&~onJ her auper~i50l, 
this pIt-grarr. wHl be slow in gett!.ng started t but: &h~uld show tc&ulta- .)Thele may be. ldote 
problems. but Mu. Johnson, the DiIec.t.:% $ hopes to be able to hAndle the:ee on a county 
le'l..e1. 
Hill County: 
The worker vi~tted Hill Cou.nty o-r.!..g:':.nal1y on August 17, 1.8 and 19 a.nd re-vie:ited them the 
31:d and 4t·h of September 0 Ther-re·gra!'lw s firs:: Ieeeption in Hill c.cunty ·was ra~~bE::' .cool, 
but as the worker E.xpla:hu;:d '.:.he prog~~ and its v&luee and geals, mote enthue:iasm was 
e.ngendued, Do:t'::>th), ,':ant W6,S a!tngr.ed to th~.s project. in Hi.ll C~unty ~ She handles all 
adult cse,e!, B.nd 6.t H!9t II she d~d not fee;~ iny of hEr people had any nf:.ec for thi! pl:f)gram, 
but afte:r: evaluation of hel' caseload carrie up wit.h from tbr~e to five people who ;;,tlluld 
p:cssibly U!e: this progrlll!l~ It was in Hill Coun~y' that the qu<=~tion was tabed about 
!i.ability B.nd &15~ abcut whet-hat foster parente had tc.. pay tax on their feste:: payments. 
'lhe: ans,~er wsa given t:l thesi:: .;uestions by the addition of Sec'tion VIn of th~ FFCA Manual 0 . 
Mrao FHnt: has one penon in a prcspec.Uve foster heme~ but i8 waiting for the foateX' parent 
to gElt the heme 11";. ord-e%' b',!fc·~e certificationo Dorothy 18 als~ werking 'd.th another widow 
'W!:'ho tl'lay be pe:u;ibly int.!:!uted in be~cmir"6 6. fost.er puente !hil! person was r:ontacted in 
one· of the::r1ginal OEC' ccntacts in!.de. by Mrs. Flint and tnb worker ~ 
In eva:~~ticn, th~ %e'~?tion of thi~ program was n~t too intense and needs bolstering. 
Att.h1e pcintthe lolorke: is not Eure that this will be forthccmingn A goal j.n im.plementing 
thb p'to-je.:t ira H!l1 C:Cl\Ilty w!:t.s to get tUI'a! ht>mes. but thi5 was not :;,,~sidEi:red at the time 
of th:'51 w,:!ker' a v!sits t~ that cC'unt:f. It is hoped that encouragement can be given to 
Hill Ct/\,mt.y in t'egi.1'cs this prc'g'!.E.!l1, p.t!6,,1bly from the field staff. 
1. L<I!wis & C1Slk Coun.ty . 
At the rEques:; of the f'it:.ld s'Clperltiscr and the::ounty director, thiE< worker visited Lewis 
& Clark Count)< for tw:: d~ya a...~d met with Jal;k Do:mer and Betty Je Michae.lson and ell:plained 
thiE pr::.gr.u.m' e :'mplett.entiiticm t.':' then;, 0 Also, infctu.at.!cn WArt given to a j01nt meeting cf 
Hel.ena ~ i S:tcial Servii,;e; Agenc.1es c,n Sept'iltlT;tru 16. 
lewis & Clafk Cour.ty will be 6cmewhat slew' in implemeIltir.g !hb progt'Bm &ince Mrs. Mlcbaebon 
is leaving th! agen:::;y and 6. new w:c'!ker will ha.ve tCl be o%.1ented to the program. Mr& 0 
M:::'chaelsti.'tIi i.ndics::e.d it. ~un. preEminarHy ~f.v~.ewing. hex: eatles she h&d f!ve people who 
could benefit frcm thJ.e pl:ogram right flOW. 
2< Pa::-k County 
A l~tter \las received from Park Ccunty in July thli'.l: they were. interezted in impletf,ent1ng 
cth!. rFCA p::::gr:!l.IU in :.heir county A m..=.::ual, fonus ar~d bI',:)t.hure.a were iile.!\t t:c, them0 Mrs 0 
Sundling, the a::{ial w::n:kel in adult services got buay 'Or" the plcject since lS,he h:id a need 
for throee hOILE:1L \lnf.n thf: ie,cal nursing heme OpeI'citor hE::urd of het: plcject, he lcve::ed his 
fJ€!sonnl tale ratt..;) 6.li.d these three r-erscr.s ~-1ele taite.n fr,tCl 1::'5- h.::me and are doing ve:y 
wel.l t.herc:c Th'! S Y:i:ri-,H vi~ited :t-irs. Sundling rm Septerr,bel: 10 ar.d she etated she: under­
st.n.r.ds thiS prcgl!'Ci.tr. Mod \ihen t.ha l'l£<',d C:<lt:'Sle.EI 3h~ will seek n£(~ i:.oS'ter: honte-s. 
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Rep~~t of Foster Care for the Aged Proje::.t hom June 12 :hrcugh September 22, 1970 
3. Sanders County 
Jim McCabe, the Direetc: i.n Sanders Ccunt}. !eqt;.e.8t~d and was iubs:lqutmtly sent a Mau!.1al, 
io'!,na !m~ bu::::hurea, He st&:.e.d h:s .:cun:.y needs thia pZ:'i;·Ia.ID. sinr.,e they a~e v..ery sho:-t of 
nursing hc~e5 ar.~ pet$on~l cate hcm~; ir. :nat ates, He did ~tate he h&d one prospe~tive 
home:, b't:t the people m::ve:d away ar.d £.::. h!' W'! 11 seek othez h!:::I.es at this time~ 
CONCLUDING EVALUATION AND RECO~~~~A!IONS 
This projec.t. has been turnt.d c'nr to the Div.:.si..:n :;,f Social Services undel' Mro Joe Ro-eo 
All Manua':.s t fOlni5 and bro(;hur:e:a ha:.;e be-en gi"'e.n to tbat divh.!:on, and superviet.ry lines 
have beer, eatabliEhe:d by a le.tt.:!' to all field 9ur,el'VisolS an.d by a revision in the FleA 
Manual in Se~t10n I~ 
In evaluation of th!~ project» the~e eppe~r5 t~ be a dem:ns:rat~d need for thl~ type of 
program, with indic.a.tions form the ·:.c.t:.r.ti..,.,! ~:j-.i?t apPH'>ximstely th1r,c:,-t''i,ro fester hf::m1!.s are 
needed~ 
At the ptuer.t time th!re a::e eight h:TT,es rec.ommended for :.ert!ficM!.,.,n ~.n Yellowstone 
County and c'r;e hume in Gre-a.t !Ia.l~s, Tbe w:.rke,r anticipates ,s$veral mi)re hame 8PlI1tc.ations 
as a result of the no income conoid!:rat~.vn n;J.ing for aasistance recipients and a.leo as a 
result of tbe public information ~6::{.;.aig~ tha.t bbe.ing cCinducted by the: project workers 
:Ln most of the. COuntie.2. 
Th1s project e.et:lLs, to be fulfi111.ng a need in our ag,:,ncy and it it<- recotrlltlended that it be 
ma.de. is, state.wide prQje.ct in the: neal futur.e With this project it is hoped t.hat our cH.ents 
can b6 i!H!!Ved by prl'"ve::'&1Cing them t:::vm being [.lie-ad :m an ;:'••s:titution&l l>'f:t~1.ng wh(o.n they 
do not l'keed this type ~f {'o.re. A later emphas is of this proj set will be re;turning people 
hom EJh~1te:t~d care to foste:!' hemee aTad then cn t~ ir,de?endent living. It is thi>ill wo~ker's 
f1!m {'onv1ctiGI:. thff.t thie project~ whi:"e TT.eeting vital .sodal needS! of the client, can a180 
hei:"p reduce the rising nt.:.'rs1ng hcn,e: Ar.d /:it.eltered care C(!Ets in the long run. 
A furthar Efugge6t;1.o:r. :t6 that Ul:!J.t'.gem.e.:ntg l::e f(.ade wi::h the; Departmentaf Health to hltvs 
th~ n!mes of t.he fos':e:, hcm!:6 that .:-..::e certi:':ie.a le.giste!e.d \flth the.m on a ~:PJialr1C:f;X'ly bade. 
It is hop~.d t.he.:t. this htrG.1'lge!Tlent :.;ar. Ct. made by :.he Sta\:..e Offi{,e' 54l:.d thus takin,g the 
re:sponsibllity fl:'!m :.he c\junUes 0 
Anc:·t:her unxe501v~d area tha,t haa a be.u:l:r.g on thi.s PZ'Coje.ct is jue~ where dc,es the &tftercare 
ptcg!'a."1'l. fit into thiE 0 It bec!!.1l';e; ~.p.Yi!l.!,e;'it frcm EH'.. 'y"e!'al c:cuntiea that the after~;;.!e wo-:ker. 
find their OWl. foster: hcmes and pcuibly twa or three mcnthg lat;e:r, they then ~·eque.et public 
assist"ulce t::> help pay :t·% th~<s~ homes c It is hoped thet !Some clarification c:an be :made 
regarding the aft~Jtcare ::>f the fester ':;!!i.:!'l!. p-rc'jact and our agency's projec.t•. 
This: wl)l'ker is thankfu.l for the cpportuni ty ~ f helping t.:> itc?lement thif program and is ·u.ry 
thankful t~ the cOl.mtics ill: their c:.cr-:Ha'!.:..on by eSBi~nit1g ~~ntern,e;d and de.dicated wl)rksrs 
tc tM.! proje.ct. It: iE hoped that a beg:':rming hi:.s been ;nade to hElp the thents of this 
age.nc.y by a pre'gram design.ed in the.ir best in·!.ere~t and in the int.ere:3t of the. welfare 
de;; &rtmen t • 
SECTION .ll 

This section indicates the results of the three basic recommendations 
of the intertm reports. 
:" , 
" 
, '~ . 
" '. J, 
The first recommendation was that the program be made a statewide program. 
It was decided by the Division of Social Services Director that this recommendation 
be deferred until an adult service specialist was hired to supervise this program. 
The second recommendation was that arrangements be mode with the State 
Department of Health to register names with them on a quarterly basis. The 
Assistant Director of the DiviSion of Social Services now sends a list of 
certified F.F.C.A. homes on a quarterly basis as agreed upon by the State Department 
of Health. 
The third rec~endation was to look into the Department of Aftercare in 
. 
regards to the foster homes they seem to be setting up for the\r adult clients. 
It was found that only about eleven of these homes exist and they are mainly 
not in pilot counties. When the program becomes statewide, any of these homes 
that have wlefare recipients in them will have to be certified by the F.F.C.A. 
standards. 
· .' 
..' 
PART y.. 
FINAL F.F.C.A. PROJECT REPORT 
MARCH, 1971 
This is the final report on the F.F.C.A. project. Included in the report 
are summaries of county implementation of this project, a general summary and 
evaluation. and, finally, recommendations. This report was written after the 
project had been in exlst~nce six months. Appendix A of this report contains 
the letter and questionnaire sent to each pilot county worker to obtain 
information for this report. Appendix B is an outline map showing the pilot 
project counties. 
.INl'RODUCTION 
The information for this final report was obtained on questionnaires 
sent out to each county worker assigned to this project and also from a report 
received from the Assistant Director of Social Services who was watching over 
this project· in the writer's absence. The questionnaire (see Appendix A) was 
sent out February 10. All questionnaires "ere returned by February 23. It 
was thought that by allowing six months for the project to develop a better 
picture of the advantages and problems of the project could be ascertained. This 
report will consist of a county-by-county report. a summary of the county reports, 
an evaluation of the project based upon the reports, and concluded tiith recoinmenda­
tions for the project's improvement. 
PROJECT COUNTIES REPORTS 
There were six counties participating in this pilot project. The counties 
were Cascade, Hill. ~wis and Clark, Missoula, Silver Bow and Yellowstone counties. 
(See Appendix B.) 
CASCADE COut~Y 
. .;:. 
A new foster care ·worker was appointed in this county after the original 
worker returned to school in mid-September. The new worker assigned to this 
project was enthusiastic about it but had many other responsibilities in her 
adult case load. but she still managed to get three foster homes certified in 
Cascade county. Some of this success was, no doubt, due to the groundwork laid 
by the original worker who devoted half of her time to this project. The 
questionnaire indicated that the home originally submitted for certification 
mentioned in the interim report withdrew becauGe certification from the otate 
office was not forthcecing. The three homes now certified in cascade county are 
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. all operated by widows. Only one home had a resident at the time of the report 
and that resident was a 26-year-old retarded male. The 'iOrker reported that the 
payments for foster care seemed adequate. She further indicated that three other 
homes had seriously considered becoming foster homes but had withdrawn. One 
home withdrew because of delay in certification, as mentioned above; one home 
because the husband was not in accord with the idea; and the third because the 
family moved out' of town. lb homes were actually' denied certification. The 
worker indicated that she 'felt the program had merit but that she was having 
~ difficulty encouraging clients to use this type of care. She did state 
one .factor causing this problem was the Downtowner Hotel which was a low-cost 
senior citizens· hOUSing project that most of the welfare clients preferred over 
foster care. She does expect that when this housing project is filled there 
will be some clients in need of foster care, and she will be able to fill the 
existing homes and may even need to develop more. 
MISSOULA COUNTY 
Missoula County does not have any certified foster homes at this time. 
The worker reported that thirteen people were interested in becoming foster homes, 
~ 
. but three of them never completed applications and ten were discouraged by the 
worker because they did not qualify. Tbe basis of this non-qualification was 
mainly in the area of the type of care they would give the residents or in the 
type of phYSical enviro~ent they would provide for them. These·families were 
families known to 'the uorker and, after preliminary investigation, they were shown 
to be inadequate and thus were discouraged from applying by the worker. 
As indicated in the interim report, Missoula county has a number of privllte 
rest homes which are now being paid nine dollars a day by the County for each 
patient. Thus, the worker indicated that any qualified homes for foster care 
objected to the $128.00 to $155.00 payment a month they would get under F.P.C.A. 
when they could obtain $9.00 a day as a pr-ivate rest home. These private rest 
homes have too many residents in them to be elig~ble as foster care homes. The 
worker indicated she had people in her case load who needed the more individual 
type care foster homes provided and she estimated the need to be five to eight 
foster homes in her county. The plan to eliminate the high county payments to 
private rest homes by using the F.F.C.A. project failed since the rest homes 
were able to get the County Commissioners to approve increased rates and also 
because the F.F.C.A. program did not get legislative sanction to license foster 
homes, which lrould have given some control over the type.of care homes welfare 
recipients could live in. The Missoula County worker indicated that a low income 
senior citizen apartment house had been built and was fulfilling some of the 
adult foster care need but not completely, since it required 75t functioning 
ability of its residents. Her major recommendation for fmprovement of this 
program was that some control over the rates of the private rest homes would have 
to be obtained and that the F.F.C.A. homes be paid at least $150.00 a month and 
that the client receive the $26.00 personal needs money monthly. 
\ 
.!!lY: COUNTY 
In Hill County, no homes have been certified. nle worker had three homes 
who were interested, but two never formally applied and one home was denied 
certification. The worker reported that the two homes that never applied were 
disappointed because they felt the $128.00 a month pa~ent was inadequate. The 
one home that was denied certification was denied because of inadequate household 
arrangement and numerous safety hazards. The Hill County worker indicated a need 
of two foster homes in her county. It was her recommendation that if the payment 
of $150.00 was made to the foster homes she could obtain the two homes her county 
needs. 
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LEWIS M!ll CLARK COUNrY 
"... 
As indicated in the interim report, there was no assigned worker to 
this project and. thus, this program has not really gotten off the ground in 
this county. This county has no certified homes. They had four inquiries 
-which were immediately discouraged from applying by the casework supervisor. 
One was from a disabled widow; one had a shack to offer; another wanted a man 
to live alone in a rural community; and the fourth had the foster parent working 
all day. The adult service supervisor stated that Lewis and Clark County needs 
from ten to twenty F.P.C.A. homes. The supervisor indicated that he felt the 
program was workable in his county, and he was going to assign a worker to it. 
He further claimed that by having an assigned worker and by the use of good 
publicity, the needed homes could be obtained and certified. 
SILVER BQlo1 COUNTY 
Silver Bow County has no certified homes at this ttme. The aSSigned 
project worker is transferring to become a full-time intake worker, so a new 
worker will kave to be assigned to this project. The worker did report that she 
was going to certify one home for one person in the near future. She indicated 
she has ttro other possible homes: one is where a woman is l<1orldng on a Federal 
grant job which is scheduled to end soon; and the other is a family moving into 
Butte who have -inquired about becoming an adult foster home since they were one 
in their fonner city of residence. This worker had indicated two possible homes 
in the interim report, so it will remain to be seen if these homes materialize. 
The F.F.C.A. worker indicated that her county had an immediate need for eight 
foster homes. Her recommendation for the success of this program was that a rate 
of $150.00 be paid to the foster homes and that the residents receive $26.00. 
Her second recommendation was that the county worker assigned to this project 
be allowed enough time to recruit 	foster homes and make placement plans. 
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YELLOUSTONE COUNTY 
This county now has fourteen certified homes and an increase of six 
homes since the interim report. There are 26 residents in these homes, 
ranging from age 32 to 92. There are nineteen women and seven men in these 
homes. Of thes~ six homes are run by widows and eight are run by couples. 
Out of the 26 residents, U1elve have relatives involved in their planning. 
The worker provided many comments from residents in the homes. Some of the 
comments were favorable, such as "good food," "good concerned care. n Other 
cOImnents were more critical, such as "too controlling:' "not enough to do. II 
The less favorable conmtents seemed to be from ne'fer residents indicating 
adjustment problems that the worker said she was helping them to resolve. 
In YellOlfstone county, the foster homes are being paid $150.00 a month, with 
$5.00 going to the client out of his grant for personal needs and a county 
warrant of $10.00 being given to th~ client, if neede~ for personal needs. 
The county worker recommends that the foster home be paid $150.00 a month 
and that the client receive an additional $15.00 to $26.00 for personal needs. 
Only one home in this'county was denied, and that was because it had too many 
residents. The Yelloustone county worker indicated her county needed 15 to 
20 additional homes. This worker's main recommendation for this progrnm'a 
improvement was that the doctors should be made aware of this program so that 
they can refer their patients to foster homes instead of nursing homes. 
SUMMARY OF COUNTY REPORTS 
Out of the six pilot counties, seventeen F.F.C.A. homes have been certified. 
Fourteen of these are in Yellowstone county and three are in Cascade County • 
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These seventeen homes are certified ~or 32 residents and, currently, have 
27 residents. Of these 27 residents, 19 are women and eight are men. Their 
ages range from 26 years to 92 years and the median age is 70. Of the 27 
residents, 12, or 441, have some relative involvement. The pilot county 
workers indicated a need for 40 more F.F.C.A. homes in their counties. In 
the project counties, only two homes were denied forulally; one because of 
, safety hazards and the other because of too many residents. The county workers 
indicated on the questionnaires there were 24 homes interested in becoming foster 
homes who did not formally apply. Of these 24 homes, 14 were discouraged from 
applying by the county workers since they obviously were 'ineligible because of 
glaring deficiencies in meeting the standards. Out of the other 10 homes, 
3 withdrew their applications; and the rest never followed through on applying. 
Five of the project county workers made recommendations on the questionnaires 
for the program's improvement. The primary recommendation made by four of the 
five county workers was that the payment to foster homes be at least $150.00 
and that the residents be allowed at least $26.00 personal needs money. Three 
of the county workers indicated they needed more administrative support to get 
•this progrsulstarted. 'Two other county workers implied this need. 
EVALUATION ~~ F.F.C.A. PROJECT 
In some respects, the writer was rather discouraged with the modest 

results of this project. but this disappointment is superseded by the many 

positive results of the project that can be interpreted as showing that the 

,project has been successful. 
One positive result is that there are seventeen certified homes and 27 

reSidents in two of' the pilot project counties. Even though this is a modest 

beginning. it still represents progress. 
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A most heartening factor is that all pilot county workers indicated 
that this project was workable and needed in their counties. The indication 
by these counties for a need of forty homes shows that the program is needed. 
Also encouraging was the fact that five of the county workers had enough 
confidence in the program to make recommendations for its improvement., 
. Another positive factor in this project ia that it is already showing 
a modest financial advantage. lfthe 27 residents were not in F.F.C.A. homes, 
they would have to be placed in the nexthishest level of care, intermediate 
care. It now costs $36~000.00·a year to keep these 27 residents in foster 
care where, in intermediate care, it would cost $59,000.00 a year, thus indicating 
a financial savings of $23,000.00 by having these 27 reSidents in F.F.C.A. 
homes. This financial aspect is very important at this time, since the )tontana 
State Legislature reduced the t~lfare budget by five million dollars. This 
reduction may result in a 15% to 20% decrease in medical ossistance payments 
to nursing homes. Thus, the importance of alternate care plans, such as F.F.C.A., 
becomes paramount. 
Another encourag~ng element is the mere fact that this program went as 
far as it did because it was virtually implemented by six county case workers 
who had many other caseload obligations. The program did not have full program 
administrative sanction after this writer returned to school, 80 the workers were 
not given special considerations or reductions of caseloads in order to help them 
~plement this program. The pilot counties had no definite state office support, 
since an adult service specialist was not hired to direct this progrem. The 
administrative support that county directors and case work supervisors could give 
was limited since they were receiving little directionor sanction from the state 
office. The state staff, county directors and case work supervisors saw this 
program as having much merit, but they did not have the tinle nor the support 
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to give this project the full-fledged support it needed to help it become a 
~ore extended program. 
It was both inspiring and disappointing tha.t the six pilot county lforkers 
had to deny tl-l0 homes certification and discourage fourteen others from 
applying. The disappointing aspect is that sixteen possible F.F.e.A. homes were 
lost. The encouraging aspect is that this shows that the workers are actively 
trying to recruit homes. It i8 also promising to see that the project workers 
are trying to find adequate homes, as indicated by the fact that all these hom28 
were denied or discouraged from applying because they did not meet the standards. 
This writer has emphasized strict application of standards, since this program 
is designed for the care of the disabled and elderly, and it would be devastating 
and totally unjust to give these people a second-rate living situation just to 
save money or build a program. 
Support for this project was also received by information given in a 
report from the assistant director of the State Welfare Department's Division 
of Social Services. She indicated that one county not in the pilot project 
had requested the F.F.e.A. Manual and forms and was subsequently able to get a 
home certifidd for on2 resident. The state office has also received formal 
requests from five counties for informationlbout this project, and seven more 
counties have indicated interest informally. Many of these counties are showing 
interest in this program because they have no care facilities, such as rest homes 
or nursing homes, so having F.F.e.A. homes could help fulfill some of this need 
and also keep their residents in their own communities and counties. 
Another encouraging aspect is that in looking at Yellowstone county and 
their experience, it has taken them seven years to get their foster home program 
started. Comparatively, the F.F.e.A. project has made a good start in just the 
six months it has existed. Time will help in the establishment of this program, 
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since word-of-mouth information will be passed around communities about 
the program and more interest will be generated. Also. the workers. as 
demonstrated by the worker in Yellowstone county., will becooe more proficient 
in recruiting and certifying homes once they have more experience. 
There arc two less promising factors in lQoking at the results of the pilot 
project. The first is the fact that only two project counties were able to get 
bomes certified; and, second, not all the certified homes are filled. Both of 
these factors have some redeeming aspects if we look at why they occurred and 
what can be done to resolve them. In the first instance, four county workers 
said they could obtain practically all the homes they needed if the .foster 
homes were paid at least $150.00 a month. Thus, an increase in grants would 
help obtain more homes. In connection with the second factor, if the workers 
were given more ttme and. possibly, more trainins, they could, no doubt, fill 
the homes that are now vacant. Thus, the encouraging aspect of these two 
negative factors is that they are remediable. 
The most disillusioning factor in connection with the project is that the 
writer was not abte to obtain two legislative actions that would have made this 
program more~successful. These actions were to get an increase in funds for 
this program so that payments to the foster homes could have been increased 
and to get legislative sanction to license adult foster homes. In early February, 
this writer was discouraged from presenting this program to the legislat~re for 
more funds since they were threatening to cut the welfare budget, which they 
subsequently did, by five million dollars. The writer was also discouraged from 
presenting this program to the legislature for licenSing sanction due to their 
anti-welfare tone. Thus, two of the baSic remedies for helping this program were 
not accomplished; and the program will have to exist for two more yearn under 
current funds and certification procedures. 
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In final summation of this evaluation, this writer believes that the 
purpose of the pilot project has been fulfilled. Tbe first aspect in this 
fulfillment is that this project has shown that ~eed for the F.F.C.A. program exists, 
as sh01fll by the pilot counties' needs for forty homes and by the interest shown 
by at least thirteen other counties in the state. The second aspect of the 
project's fulfillment is that it has been shown to be workable in at least two 
of the pilot project counties. Tbe final, and most important aspect, of this 
project's fulfilling its purpose is that it has shown thebasic'problems . 
in the program and, thus, has provided a workable base from which action can 
be started to make the F.F.C.A. program a valuable welfare service program to the 
people of ltontana. 
RECOl.fMEt."DATIONS EQ!!'.!!! F.F .C.A. PROGRAM 
Tbese recommendations are based on the above information and represent 
the most valuable aspect of the F.F.C.A. pilot project and that is what can 
be done.to make this a better program. 
It should be' mentioned here that many of the follOt~ing recommendations 
will become ~his writer's responsibility to carry out, since he has been 
appointed state adult service specialist and will becoae stste supervisor of 
the F.F.C.A. program, starting on June 21, 1971. 
The first and most baSic recommendation for this program is that the rate 
of payment to the foster homes must be increased to at least $150.00 a month 
as recommended by four of the six pilot county workers. This rate of $150.00 
'seems adequate, since it is the rate yellowstone County is paying and they 
have fourteen homes. The workers also recommended that the client get at least 
$26.00 in personal needs money a month. Thus, the F.F.C.A. reSidents' grants 
need to be increased to at least $176.00 a month as Goon as possible. 'l11e writer 
1s also keeping mmind that the county workers and supervisors indicated to 
this writer during his county visits that they would prefer that the foster 
homes get a direct vendor payment and that the client would get the $26.00 
grant. Since the grant increase was not obtained in this legislative session, 
the program will have to exist on the current funds at the rate of $155.00 
a month for each reSident, with his personal needs up to $26.00 being taken out 
before the foster home is paid. This writer has begun to investigate the 
possibility of a federal arant, such as an eleven fifteen grant, ,to finance this 
program. This writer just received word that the Welfare Department in Washington 
has,just received an eleven fifteen gr&nt to finance their adult foster care 
program. 
A second prUnary recommendation is that this program should become a 
stateWide program. This is based upon the need shown in the pilot counties and 
also by the interest shown by thirteen non-pilot counties, one of which already 
has a certified home. The writer has already initiated action to get this 
accomplished by requesting that the F.F.e.A. Manual become a part of the Social 
Service ~nual and, as part of this ~nual, that it be sent to each county welfare 
department a~d each service worker. To give this program more impetus as a 
atatewide program, a goal is to get legislative sanction to license adult foster 
homes in the next legislative session. 
Athird baSic recommendation is that administrative support, especially 
from the state le~el, be given to this program. If the program is to be a 
recognized alternative care program, it ohould receive the support any other 
welfare program receives. This writer intends to lend support by publicizing 
this program as much as possible and by being available to respond to inquiries 
about the program when requests are received from the counties. Also, having 
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someone responsible to make needed changes in the program will assure 
administrative support. This writer also hopes to stress the importance of 
this program to state field supervisors, county directors and case work 
supervisors so that they will give special consideration to case workers involved 
in this program in order to give them enough time to recruit for and give 
services to this program in their respective counties. It will be suggested 
that the aSSigned workers be given at least six hours weekly to work on this 
program, at least in its initial phases. 
There are many secondary recommendations that this project has exposed 
as being needed. Many of these need more precise though~ and evaluation before 
they can be tmple~nted. A first secondary recommendation is that more training 
be given to the F.F.C.A. workers in order to help recruit new homes and to help 
them encourage residents to use the foster homes. Another recommendation is 
that stress should now be placed on getting some people out of nursing homes and 
rest homes and, into foster care. A third recommendation, which lfas originally 
made by a pilot county worker, is that doctors should be encouraged to refer 
people to foster care when feasible instead of to nursing homes. With a statewide 
program, publdcity alo~ these lines can be given through state and county medical 
society chapters. A final recommendation that needs more thought and evaluat~on 
is that of allouing sons and daughters to be foster homes for their parents. 
Several states have tried this and abandoned it because ofObuses. Having relatives 
as foster homes seems very practical and reasonable, but some Simple control 
aspect must be '-lorked out to avoid abuse. There are more innovations that, no 
'doubt, need to be conSidered, but the four above should suffice at this time. 
In quick.sun~ary, to reiterate, the basic recommendations indicated by the 
pilot county workers and social services assistant director are: (1) to increase 
the F.F.C.A. grants to at least $176.00 a month; (2) to make the F.F.C.A. program 
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. a statewide program; and (3) to give administrative support to the program. 
The four secondary recommendations listed were: (1) to implement training for 
., 
F.F.C.A. workersj (2) to start moving people out.of nursing homes and rest 
homes and getting them into foster care; (3) to encourage doctors to refer 
their patien~s to this program; and (4) to allow close relatives to become 
'F.F.C.A. homes. 
CONCLUSION 
As indicated above, this project has shown that it has many encouraging 
aspects to give indication that it has the potential of becoming a successful 
alternate care program. It has also been shown that the program needs much 
more work if it is to become a full-fledged service program for the welfare 
clients of Hontana. This writer is optimistic that th(! F.F.C.A. program will 
grow because of the indicated need, because of the start it already has made, 
and, mainly, because of the example of dedication the pilot county case workers 
have shown who have worked on this program thus far. 
APPENDIX! 
This is the letter and questionnaire sent to each county worker 
involved in the F.F.C.A. project to obtain information for the final report. 
" , 
" . ,: ~ 
",t' .'. 
.' 
· 
Donald V. Sekora 
Portland, Ore. 97213 
Fe,,? 10 J 1971 
Dear Foster ?arr;ily Care Adult ~';orker: 
I realize that you were expecting to hear from me before 
no,,!, but I c.ecided to give t he prp~:rcvn SOI":le time to develope before 
doing the final evaluation of the pilot project. 
I had hoped to devise a sin'lple c;l€'ck list t~/pe quef;tioneer, 
but in tryil'le to do this I found that I n(::eo.ed too mucl,. basic infor­
mation, so as you can see there flre some questions that need your 
written ans~ers. 
Your frank and B.ccurate replies to the questions ,,'111 be 
sincerely appred ated. It is only throurh the lI'.forC'lCl.tion thB.t you 
sup~ly that I will be able to evaJ.uate the program and make accurate 
recomr:~endations for the future of the program. 
Instructions for completing the questions are simply to 
answer all the questions applicable to your situation. These answers 
do not have to be typed or in a polished form. I ",wuld apPl"eciate 
t he replies no J B.ter t hE1J1 Feb. 23 rd. To facilitate t hi s, enclosed 
are addressE'c] stamped envelopes. If you have cmy questions about the 
questionnaire, answer all the questions you can and send then to me 
with a note regard~ng your question. 
rrhank you for your interest and concern for the proE,ram and 
esred ally for your time a.nd effort in supplyi:r;g the information needed 
to evaluate this program. 
Yours stncerely, 
Donald V. Sekora 
---
QUESTJONr~AIRE 

1. 	 Please list all homes you have asked for certification for. 
Also, supply the information about the residents under each 
home listed. (If you have no homes to list, go on to question 3). 
A. 	 jliaJi!e of home opera.tor Address Eo. of residents {Er. &hrs. if both are present) cert}fied for 
B. 	 Information about foster home residents in above home. 
1. 	 Kumber of residents in hOjjle 2. Ages . 
3. 	 ROll\" many have relat i ve involvement,. (socially) 
__0: 
__1 

__2 

__,3 
4. 	 Ho".; many are women 
___0 

___1 

___2 
___.3 
5. 	 List three or four co~men~ either nefativ€ or positive 
that residents have made about the foster care l:rogram they 
are in. 
2_ ~hat rates are be~ng paid to eaGh home you have listed? 
1 ____ 2 _______ J.______ 4.___ 5-______ 6 _______ 
7-___ e____ 9-___ 10 ____ 11 __: __ 
J _ A) _ In the foster homes you have 8.sked for certificatj.on for 
or a.ny homes you have tC:!.lked to about becoming foster homes, 
have the operators indicated the amount of payment they feel 
they should actually have. List their suggestions. 
1 _____ 4-___ 
2.____ 	 5-___
J.____ 	 6____ 
B}_ Do you personally have an estimate of ~~a t they should 
be receiving? 
4. 	A. Ho\-! many homes ha ve you had serious contact "dtl1 about 'becoming
foster homes but ha.ve not applied for certifi cation. 
. 4 
-:--5 
-:--6 
::::other, state number 
B. 	 L1 st basic reason \'ihy €Cl.ch home did not apply. 
Home One: . 
Home Two: 
Home Three: 
Home Four: 
(Continual on ~ack of page'if more) 
5. A•. HOlt me.ny homes have been denied certificatj.on? 
__other, state number 
B. 	 List Reasons for denial 

Home one 

Home 	 tv:o 
Home 	 three 
(Continue on back if needed) 
6. 	 How many adult .foster homes do you feel your county could actually 
use if hor!1es '\r.ere available? 
7. 	 List the main ways you .feel this proGram could be j.mprovecl or 
basic rensons why you .feel program is not workable in your county. 
APPENDIX ! 
The circled cities on the map indicate the county seats of those 
counties the F.F.C.A. project was implemented in'by this writer. 
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